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Alignment Chart to Missouri and Kansas Social Studies Standards
SS5 Knowledge of major elements of geographical study and analysis and their relationship to changes in society and the environment,
and SS7 Knowledge of the use of tools of social science inquiry (such as surveys, statistics, maps, and documents) will drive all social
studies units of study.
Title of Lesson
MO Grade Level
KS
MO Process
Multi-Day Lessons
Expectations
Standards
Standards

Osage Indians

Elementary Level
SS 2a. Knowledge of
continuity and change in the
history of Missouri, the US
and the world
SS4A. (1) and SS4 B. (2)
SS5. Knowledge of major
elements of geographical
study and analysis and their
relationship to changes in
society and the environment
SS5C. (3) Geography of
Missouri and the US: Place
SS7A. (1)
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Elementary Level
History Standard
Benchmark 1: The student
understands the significance of
important individuals and major
developments in history. Benchmark
2: The student understands the
importance of experiences of groups
of people who have contributed to
the richness of heritage. Benchmark
4: The student engages in historical
thinking skills.
Economics Standard 1:
Benchmark 1: The student
understands how limited resources
require choices. Benchmark 3: The
student analyzes how different
incentives, economic systems and
their institutions, and local, national,
and international interdependence
affect people. Benchmark 4: The
student analyzes the role of the
government in the economy.
Geography Standard
Benchmark: 1 Geographic Tools and
Location. Benchmark 2: Places and
Regions. Benchmark 4: Human
Systems.

Goal 1.2 Conducting
research to answer questions
and evaluate information
and ideas.
Goal 1.8 Organizing data,
information, and ideas into
useful forms for analysis or
presentation.
Goal 1.10 Applying
acquired information, ideas,
and skills to different
contexts as students,
workers, citizens, and
consumers.
Goal 2.1 Planning and
making oral presentations.
Goal 3.5 Reasoning
inductively from a set of
specific facts and
deductively from general
premises.
Goal 1.8 Organizing data,
information, and ideas into
useful forms for analysis or
presentation.
Goal 2.3 Exchanging
information, questions, and
ideas while recognizing the
perspectives of others.

What Should We Know About
the Osage (1803-1807)? (Elem.
Level/MS Levels)

and

Applying Economics to
Historical Events (Elementary
and/or MS Levels)

Hopewell
Indians

Elementary Level
SS2a. Knowledge of
continuity and change in the
history of Missouri, the US
and the world.
SS2a.B. Knowledge of the
contributions of nonMissourians.
SS5. Knowledge of major
elements of geographical
study and analysis and their
relationship to changes in
society and the environment
SS5C. (3) Geography of
Missouri and the US: Place

Elementary Level
History Standard: Benchmark1:
The student understands the
significance of important individuals
and major developments in history.
Benchmark 2: The student
understands the importance of
experiences of groups of people who
have contributed to the richness of
heritage. Benchmark 4: The student
engages in historical thinking skills.
Economics Standard: Benchmark
1: The student understands how
limited resources require choices.
Benchmark 2: The student
understands how the market
economy works in the United States.
Geography Standard: Benchmark
1: Geographic Tools and Location.
Benchmark 2: Places and Regions.
Benchmark 3: Physical Systems.
Benchmark 4: Human Systems.

Lewis and Clark

SS2a A. (1) Knowledge of the
ways Missourians have
interacted, survived and
progressed from the distant
past to present times
SS2a B. (2) Knowledge of the
contributions of nonMissourians; Describe the
contributions of Thomas
Jefferson; Sequence and
describe the importance of
Lewis and Clark Expedition
SS4. Knowledge of economic
concepts; Distinguish among

Elementary Level
History Standard
Benchmark 1: The student
understands the significance of
important individuals and major
developments in history.
Benchmark 3: (K) describes the
observations of the explorers who
came to what was to become Kansas.
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History Standard (4th Grade),
Benchmark 4: The student engages
in historical thinking skills. (A)
Identifies and compares information

Goal 1.2 Conducting
research to answer questions
and evaluate information
and ideas.
Goal 1.4 Using
technological tools and
other resources to locate,
select, and organize
information.
Goal 1.6 Discovering and
evaluating patterns and
relationships in information,
ideas, and structures.
Goal 1.10 Applying
acquired information, ideas,
and skills to different
contexts as students,
workers, citizens, and
consumers.
Goal 2.1 Planning and
making oral and visual
presentations for a variety of
purposes and audiences.
Goal 1.5 Comprehending
and evaluating written,
visual, and oral
presentations and works.
Goal 1.6 Discovering and
evaluating patterns and
relationships in information,
ideas, and structures.
Goal 1.8 Organizing data,
information, and ideas into
useful forms for analysis or
presentation.
Goal 1.10 Applying
acquired information, ideas,

Why Should We Also Know
about the Hopewell? (Elem.
Level/MS Levels)

Applying Economics to
Historical Events (Elem. And
MS Levels)
and

Lewis and Clark Expedition:
The Members Make a
Difference! (Elem. Level)

Fort Osage

Natural, Human and Capital
Resources
SS4A. (1) Explain supply and
demand.
SS4B.2 Interpret the past,
explain the present and predict
future consequences of
decision-making.

from primary and secondary sources.
5.(A) uses research skills to interpret
an historical person or event in
history and notes the source(s) of
information.
Economics Standard (4th grade),
Benchmark 1: The student
understands how limited resources
require choices. 2. (A) Identifies
examples of how natural, capital, and
human resources are used in
production of goods and services.
Economics Standard (5th grade),
Benchmark 1: The student
understands how limited resources
require choices. 3. (K) describes
how specialization results in
increased productivity.

and skills to different
contexts as students,
workers, citizens, and
consumers.
Goal 2.3 Exchange
information, questions, and
ideas while recognizing the
perspectives of others.

SS2a. B. Evaluate the impact
of westward expansion on
Native American in Missouri
SS4B ( 2) Economic DecisionMaking Interpret past, explain
present, and predict future
consequences of economic
decisions.
SS5D (4) Relationships within
places (Human-Environment
Interactions/Movement)

Economics Standard (6th grade),
Benchmark 1: The student
understands how limited resources
require choices.
Geography Standard (6th grade),
Benchmark 1: Geographic Tools and
Location: The student uses maps,
graphic representations, tools, and
technologies to locate, use, and
present information about people,
places, and environments.
Benchmark 5: Human-Environment
Interactions: The student understands
the effects of interactions between
human and physical systems.
Economics Standard (7th grade),
Benchmark 1: The student
understands how limited resources

Goal 1.5 Comprehending
and evaluating written,
visual, and oral
presentations and works.
Goal 1.6 Discovering and
evaluating patterns and
relationships in formation,
ideas, and structures.
Goal 1.10 Applying
acquired information, ideas,
and skills to different
contexts as students,
workers, citizens, and
consumers.
Goal 2.1 Planning and
making oral and visual
presentations for a variety of
purposes and audiences.
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The Fort is Here! (MS Level)
X Marks the Spot Power Point.

require choices. 2. explains that how
people choose to use resources has
both present and future
consequences.
Geography Standard (7th grade),
Benchmark 1: Geographic Tools and
Location: The student uses maps,
graphic representations, tools, and
technologies to locate, use, and
present information about people,
places, and environments. 5. (A) uses
geographic tools, graphic
representation, and/or technologies to
pose and answer questions about past
and present spatial distributions and
patterns.
Benchmark 2: Places and Regions:
The student analyzes the human and
physical features that give places and
regions their distinctive character.
History Standard (8th grade),
Benchmark 1: The student uses a
working knowledge and
understanding of individuals, group,
ideas, developments, and turning
points in the early years of the United
States.4.(A) explains the impact of
constitutional interpretation during
the era. 5. (A) analyses how
territorial expansion of the United
States affected relations with external
powers and American Indians.
Geography Standard (8th grade),
Benchmark 1: Geographic Tools and
Location; Benchmark 2: Places and
Regions; Benchmark 4: Human
Systems, and Benchmark 5: Human-
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Goal 3.5 Reasoning
inductively from a set of
specific facts and
deductively from general
premises.

Grades 5-8
SS 2a E. Assess the
significance of Westward
Expansion…
SS 4.A. Apply economic
concepts: specialization, trade,
sources of wealth…
SS 4.A.1. Distinguish among
natural, human, and capital
resources
SS 4.C. Interpret the past,
explain the present and predict
the future consequences of
decision-making
SS 5.A.1. Use and evaluate
geographic research sources to
process and report…construct
maps
SS5.C.3. Identify physical
characteristics such
as…relationship to water and
ecosystems.
SS5.G.7. Describe trade
patterns, how supply and
demand influence the
movement of goods and
services, human, natural and
capital resources.
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Environment Interactions. The
student understands the effects of
interactions between human and
physical systems. 1.(A) examines
how human beings removed barriers
to settlement by moving needed
resources across the United States.
Economics Standard (5th grade),
Benchmark 1: The student
understands how limited resources
require choices. 3(K) describes how
specialization results in creased
productivity. Benchmark 2: The
student understands how the market
economy works in the United States.
2(K) Identifies factors that change
supply or demand for a product.
History Standard (5th grade),
Benchmark 2: The student uses a
working knowledge and
understanding of individuals, groups,
ideas, developments, and turning
points in colonization era of the
United States (1607-1763).
Geography Standard (7th grade),
Benchmark 1: Geographic Tools and
Location: The student uses maps,
graphic representations, tools, and
technologies to locate, use, and
present information about people,
places, and environments. 5.(A) uses
geographic tools, graphic
representation, and/or technologies to
pose and answer questions about past
and present spatial distributions and
patterns. Geography Standard (8th
grade), Benchmark 1: The student

Goal 1.2 Conducting
research to answer questions
and evaluate information
and ideas.
Goal 1.4 Using
technological tools and
other resources to locate,
select, and organize
information.
Goal 1.10 Apply acquired
information, ideas, and
skills to different contexts as
students, workers, citizens,
and consumers.
Goal 2.1 Planning and
making oral and visual
presentations for a variety of
purposes and audiences.

Establishing Fort Osage: The
Human Resource Components
(MS and HS Levels)
Setting Up Fort PowerPoint.

uses maps, graphic representations,
tools, and technologies to locate, use,
and present information about
people, places, and environments.
(A) creates maps, graphs, charts,
databases and/or models to support
historical research. Benchmark 4:
The student understands how
economic, political, cultural, and
social processes interact to shape
patterns of human populations,
interdependence, cooperation, and
conflict. 2 (A) analyses push-pull
factors Benchmark 5: The student
understands the effects of
interactions between human and
physical systems. 1. (A) examines
how human beings removed barriers
to settlement by moving needed
resources across the United States.
Economics Standard/High School
Benchmark 1: The student
understands how limited resources
require choices. 4.(K) explains how
economic choices made by
individuals, businesses, or
governments often have intended and
unintended consequences.
Geography Standard/High School
Benchmark 1: Geographic Tools and
Location: 4.(A) produces maps and
other geographic representations,
using data from a variety of sources
to answer questions and solve
problems.
Benchmark 2: Places and Regions:
The student analyzes the human and

High School
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Goal 1.2 Conducting
research to answer questions
and evaluate information
and ideas.
Goal 2.3 Exchange
information, questions, and
ideas while recognizing the
perspectives of others.
Goal 3.5 Reasoning
inductively from a set of
specific facts and
deductively from general
premises.

Establishing Fort Osage: The
Human Resource Components
(MS and HS Levels)
Setting Up Fort PowerPoint.

physical features that give places and
regions their distinctive character.
(A) Analyzes the ways in which
people’s perception of places and
regions affect their decisions.
Benchmark 4: Human Systems. (A)
evaluates market areas to determine
reasons for success or failure. 4.(A)
analyzes the purpose and
characteristics of settlements.
History Standard/High School
Benchmark5: The student engages in
historical thinking skills. 1.(A)
analyzes a theme in United States
history to explain patterns of
continuity and change over time.
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Elementary Level
River
Transportation SS2a. Knowledge of continuity and

change in the history of Missouri, the
US and the world
SS4A(1) Knowledge of basic economic
concepts, being able to explain and use
them to interpret historical and current
events.SS4B(2) Economic DecisionMaking. SS5D(4) Movement
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Elementary Level
History Standard 1: Benchmark 1:
Performance Indicator 3.
Economics Standard Benchmark 1:
The student understands how limited
resources require choices.
Benchmark 2: The student
understands how the market
economy works in the United States.
2.(A) Identifies examples of how
natural, capital, and human resources
are used in production of goods and
services.

Goal 1.5 Comprehending
and evaluating written,
visual, and oral
presentations and works.
Goal 1.8 Organizing data,
information, and ideas into
useful forms for analysis or
presentation.
Goal 1.10 Applying
acquired information, ideas,
and skills to different
contexts as students,
workers, citizens, and
consumers.
Goal 2.3 Exchange
information, questions, and
ideas while recognizing the
perspectives of others.

Applying Economics to
Historical Events (Elem. And
MS Levels)

and
Ideas for Integrating Economics
and Historical Literature (Elem.)

Resources for the Elementary Classroom
http://www.scils.rutgers.edu/%7Ekvander/ChildrenLit/nalist.html
Native Americans – A Resource List for Teaching –To or About – Native Americans
http://www.nativechild.com/resources/article.html
Teaching Kids the Wonderful Diversity of American Indians
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/lewisandclark/journey_intro.html
Lewis and Clark Journey Log (National Geographic Website)
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/lewisandclark/record_tribes_012_1_9.html
Missouri Indians
http://www.nps.gov/fosc/historyculture/osage.htm
The History of the Osage
http://www.osagetribe.com/main_culture_overview.aspx
Osage Nation Culture
http://www.edgate.com/lewisandclark/
Lewis and Clark Mapping the West
http://www.edgate.com/lewisandclark/lesson_plans/LP_MapMastery.htm
Map Mastery
http://www.edgate.com/lewisandclark/lesson_plans/LP_ImpactExpedition.htm
The Impact of the Expedition
http://www.edgate.com/lewisandclark/lesson_plans/LP_ImpactExpedition.htm
The Trail Today
http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/travel/lewisandclark/osa.htm
Fort Osage
http://www.pbs.org/lewisandclark/
Lewis and Clark
http://www.pbs.org/lewisandclark/
Then and Now
http://www.sierraclub.org/lewisandclark/history/index.asp
Wildlife Past and Present
http://www.socialstudieshelp.com/rubric.htm
Rubric – History Related
http://www.kancoll.org/books/cutler/deschist/indhistp3.html
The Osage Nation
http://www.otrd.state.ok.us/StudentGuide/indians.html
Native People
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What Should We Know About the Osage?
1803 – 1870

Native Americans hunting buffalo, from a painting by George Catlin
Photo Source: http://www.uark.edu/depts/contact/osage.html
Missouri GLE’s
 SS2A (1) and SS2B (2)
 SS5A. (1), B (2), C (3), D (4), and G (7).
 SS7A. (1)
 SS4A. (1), and B (2)
Kansas Social Studies Indicators
 History Benchmarks 1, 2, and 4
 Economics Benchmarks 1, 3, and 4
 Geography Benchmarks 1, 2, and 4
Background Information
The Spanish occupied the Louisiana Territory after the French defeat in the Seven Years’
War in 1763 and tried to control the Osage. Fort Osage was one of the 28 Trading Posts
operated by the U.S. government from 1795-1822. These trading posts were developed
to protect and promote national expansions and to keep an eye on the Indians, British and
other potential enemies of our country. Our government invested about $20,000 on the
initial inventory for Fort Osage. It took four keelboats to carry this merchandise to its
location. According to historian John R. Swanton, the Osage nation was made up of
about 6,200 people, in the year 1780.
By 1803, the U.S. government had opened up the Louisiana Territory, west of the
Mississippi River, for settlement. As white settlers moved in, and pushed tribes from
land they had held for hundreds of years, approximately 90,000 Native Americans were
relocated. Land Treaties were signed by the Osage in 1808, 1816, 1825, 1865 and 1870.
12

Lesson Objectives
Students will be able to
 Locate, gather, and process information from a variety of primary and secondary
sources including maps.
 Identify the location of the Osage nation during Lewis and Clark’s expedition.
 Construct a model representing the design of a typical Osage village.
 Research and analyze the information concerning each of the land treaties signed
by the Osage (1808, 1816, 1825, 1865 and 1870) to determine why the Osage
nation was willing to sign each official document with our government.
 Explain how everyday life of the Osage changed each time they gave up more of
their land.
Essential Questions











Where were the tribes of Osage living at the time of the Lewis and Clark’s expedition?
Why was this location valued by many groups of people?
How did the climate of this region impact the Osage nation’s culture?
How did the Osage use natural resources in their daily lives?
Why did Le Soldat Du Chene, one of the Osage chiefs, travel to Washington to meet with
President Thomas Jefferson?
Why were the Osage willing to sign each land treaty with out government?
How did the War of 1812 impact the Osage?
Why did our government take the land from the Osage?
How was the U.S. Government’s Treaty of 1808 different from policies of the French and
Spanish?
Did this approach help white settlers and the Osage develop better relationships?

Procedures
1. Divide students into five different cooperative learning teams.
2. Distribute each group’s performance task cards; provide time for each team of
students to review their assigned task. Allow students to ask questions or to state
what their team’s job entails.
3. Introduce the various resource materials that are available for their use and the
procedures that must be followed while conducting research.
4. Set a deadline for each team to be ready to present their findings to the whole
class.
5. Monitor and assist as needed during the time students are conducting research and
preparing visuals for whole group presentations.
Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A variety of print resources for conducting research on the Osage.
Access to computers for conducting research.
Chart Paper or Posters and markers for each team of students.
Consumables for making the model of an Osage village.
P – M – I Evaluation Forms (one for each student)
Graphic Organizer titled, Using the Five Themes of Geography While Checking for
Understanding (one for each student)
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Performance Tasks
Team 1
1. Conduct research to learn the location of the Osage nation during the Lewis and
Clark’s Expedition.
2. Design a map that visually illustrates this location.
3. Produce a script for a skit/role play that your team will present in order to explain
why the location occupied by the Osage was valued by many groups of people.

Team 2
1. Conduct research to learn the impact of the climate on the Osage nation’s culture.
2. Construct a graphic organizer that illustrates how the Osage nation used natural
resources in their daily lives.
3. Design and produce a model representing the design of a typical Osage village.

Team 3
1. Conduct research to learn what the French, Spanish, British and Americans all
hoped to discover during their explorations.
2. Design a graphic organizer that illustrates how the new U.S. Policy related to the
Treaty of 1808 was different from the earlier policies of the French and Spanish.
3. Produce a script for a skit/role play that your team will present in order to explain
why the Osage were willing to sign each land treaty with our government.

Team 4
1. Conduct research to learn the purpose of Fort Osage and the other 27 trading posts
that were operated by our government from 1795-1822.
2. Design a chart that lists all economic concepts that can be applied to the purpose
of the development of Fort Osage and other trading posts/factories. The chart
must list and define (in your own words) the meaning of appropriately applied
economic concepts and give an example of how they apply to the development of
the factory system.
3. Generate a five question quiz that you will use at the end of your presentation to
check for student understanding.

Team 5
1. Conduct research to learn how everyday life of the Osage changed after each time
they gave up more of their land, through land treaties.
2. Design a series of drawings that illustrate the impact of each treaty.
3. Develop a role play/skit that your team will perform in order to explain how these
changes impacted the Osage nation.
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Allow Sufficient Time for Each Team Presentation
While each team is giving their presentation have students take notes in their social
studies journal.
At the end of each presentation have volunteers from the class critique the presentation in
the following way:
P -

Positive statement

A validation statement

M -

Minus statement

I liked your group’s presentation, but it might
have been good if you’d thought of ….

I

Interesting

Wow, I wish my group had thought of doing that!
Or – I really liked this part of the presentation
because…

-

De-Briefing Session
Ask students to take a few moments to think of the five themes of geography (Location,
Place, Human-Environmental Interaction, Movement, and Regions) and then discuss
within their teams which theme their group’s work and presentation best fits within.
Allow time for a speaker from each group to give their answer and to support why they
found that theme as a best fit to their work.
Assessment Activities
1. Students review notes from classroom presentations and then complete the first
column of the graphic organizer handout titled, Using the Five Themes of
Geography While Checking for Understanding.
2. Have students complete the second and third columns of the Give Themes of
Geography graphic organizer during or after their field trip to the new Fort Osage
Education Center.
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P–M–I

Evaluation Form

Listen carefully to each group presentation before completing your evaluation form.
This process is intended to help each team of students recognize what their audience
especially liked about their presentation and visuals and/or skit, as well as learn how
they might improve future presentations.
P -

Positive statement

A validation statement of what you liked

M -

Minus statement

I liked your group’s presentation, but it might
have been good if you’d thought of ….

I -

Interesting

Wow, I wish my group had thought of doing that!
Or – I really liked this part of the presentation
because…

Team # _____
Evaluator _________________
Title of Presentation _____________________________________________________

P____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
M ___________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
I
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Team 1: Performance Task

1. Conduct research to learn the location of the Osage nation during the Lewis and
Clark’s Expedition.
2. Design a map that visually illustrates this location.
3. Produce a script for a skit/role play that your team will present in order to explain
why the location occupied by the Osage was valued by many groups of people.

Team 2: Performance Task

1. Conduct research to learn the impact of the climate on the Osage nation’s culture.
2. Construct a graphic organizer that illustrates how the Osage nation used natural
resources in their daily lives.
3. Design and produce a model representing the design of a typical Osage village.
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Team 3: Performance Task

1. Conduct research to learn what the French, Spanish, British and Americans all
hoped to discover during their explorations.
2. Design a graphic organizer that illustrates how the new U.S. Policy related to
the Treaty of 1808 was different from the earlier policies of the French and
Spanish.
3. Produce a script for a skit/role play that your team will present in order to
explain why the Osage were willing to sign each land treaty with our
government.

Team 4: Performance Task

1. Conduct research to learn the purpose of Fort Osage and the other 27 trading posts
that were operated by our government from 1795-1822.
2. Design a chart that lists all economic concepts that can be applied to the purpose
of the development of Fort Osage and other trading posts/factories. The chart
must list and define (in your own words) the meaning of appropriately applied
economic concepts and give an example of how they apply to the development of
the factory system.
3. Generate a five question quiz that you will use at the end of your presentation to
check for student understanding.
18

Team 5: Performance Task

1. Conduct research to learn how everyday life of the Osage changed after each time
they gave up more of their land, through land treaties.
2. Design a series of drawings that illustrate the impact of each treaty.
3. Develop a role play/skit that your team will perform in order to explain how these
changes impacted the Osage nation.
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Using the Five Themes of Geography While Checking for Understanding
Geography Theme

PAST

PRESENT

Location
(absolute or relative)

Place
(climate, customs, people,
physical)

HumanEnvironmental
Interaction
(relationships between
people and places)

Movement
(products, people,
information)

Regions
(language, political
divisions, vegetation,
religion, customs)

20

FUTURE

Economic Concept Poster
Scarcity is the condition that exists
because people’s wants are unlimited
while the available resources to satisfy
those wants are limited; also a situation in
which a resource has more than one
valuable use.

Scarcity

The problem of scarcity faces all
individuals and organizations, including
firms and government agencies.

Illustrate or Write to Explain a
Personal Scarcity Experience

Write to Explain or Illustrate an
Osage Indian Scarcity Experience
Before the Spanish, French, and
British Arrived in North America.

Write to Explain or Illustrate an
Osage Indian Scarcity Experience
after the War of 1812.

Write to Explain or Illustrate an
Osage Indian Scarcity Experience
after Fort Osage Closed.
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Related Resource Links:
Geographic Perspective
http://ezine.softniche.com/Forms/Preview.asp?li_PublicationID=6
Lewis and Clark, Natives Americans, and the USGS
http://www.usgs.gov/features/lewisandclark/NativeAmerican.html
Osage Indian Tribe History
http://www.accessgenealogy.com/native/tribes/osage/osagehist.htm
http://www.uark.edu/depts/contact/osage.html
Missouri Indian Tribes
http://www.accessgenealogy.com/native/missouri/
River Links
http://www.moriver.org/links.html
PBS Webisodes
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/historyofus/teachers/guides.html
Government Action Timeline
http://www.eduplace.com/ss/act/govact.html
Perspectives on Federal Indian Policy and Westward Expansion
http://www.mcrel.org/lesson-plans/history/historylessons.asp#perspectives
Relationships between the Colonists and the Indians
http://www.history,ctaponline.org/center/hsscm/index.cfm?Page_Key=1325
Missouri River Basin Water Management Information
http://www.nwd-mr.usace.army.mil/rcc/
Adventures with Lewis and Clark
http://www.mcrel.org/compendium/activityDetail.asp?activityID=92
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Applying Economic Concepts to Historical Events

Use the table below as a resource for integrating economics across the Missouri and
United States History curriculum as you facilitate the following individual, small
group, and whole group activities:
 teach the economic concepts (economic wants, scarcity, opportunity cost, tradeoffs, barter and trade using money, natural, capital, and human resources, private
and public goods and services, consumers/consumption, producers/production,
supply and demand, saving, and investment) and add them to your Word Wall
(Academic Rigor),
 assign the guiding questions (at the appropriate times) in order to have students
apply the economic concepts to Missouri and United States historical events and
time periods (higher level thinking skills),
 have students compare their answers in cooperative learning teams (Active
Participation) and use the text, videos, etc. to support their responses
(Accountable Talk), and
 have students then create visual representations to add to the ongoing timeline that
is being constructed and displayed on the room’s wall(s) and explain why they
selected, or designed, the visual representation to represent the economic
application/concepts.
Teacher Note: Be sure to teach and model appropriate application of the italicized economic
concepts listed in the chart below throughout your Missouri and/or United States History units of
study.

Anticipatory Set: How many of you like a challenge from time to time? Great! Today’s
activity will provide such an opportunity! You will have some time to work alone on a
performance task, then to compare your work with members of your cooperative learning team,
before designing a visual representation to represent the economic application of concepts for the
specified time period and event.

Guided Practice: Model the process and an acceptable visual representation for the specific
event. Remind students of what their cooperative learning team will look and sound like while
they are working. Set an appropriate length of time for students to complete the task and monitor
their work.
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Guiding Questions
Time Periods
1750 – Missouri’s First Permanent
Settlement (Ste. Genevieve)

Examples of Economics Applied to
Missouri and/or United States History
What did Missouri have that was in demand?
What did the early settlers produce?
What natural resource attracted Pierre Laclede to
this part of Missouri?

1764 – The Founding of St. Louis

1803 – United States Buys Louisiana

What economic activity took place in St. Louis?
Construct a decision-making grid that shows
Thomas Jefferson’s thinking prior to purchasing
the Louisiana Territory from France.
How did money help the United States buy 375
million acres, the Louisiana Purchase, which
doubled the size of our country?
Use economic concepts as you explain why many
Native Americans were forced to leave their
lands.
How did the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers play
an important role in Missouri and/or the U. S.
economy?

1812 – 1814 The War of 1812

1817- First Steamboat Reaches St.
Louis

Construct a chart to illustrate some of the goods
and services Missouri businesses provided during
this time period.
What type of resource is the steamboat, from a
producer’s point of view?
Explain the impact of William Becknell opening
Santa Fe Trade on Missouri and other U.S.
citizens.

1821 - William Becknell Opens
Santa Fe Trade

How were goods and services exchanged during
this time period?
1821 - Missouri Becomes a State
Construct a cost-benefit t-chart that shows both
the costs and benefits of Missouri becoming a
state instead of
remaining a territory.

Which economic concepts can help explain why
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By 1825 – No Osage Indians Living in
Missouri
1848 – Gold Is Discovered in
California

the Osage Indians were pushed out of Missouri?
Write a summary statement explaining how to
apply those economic concepts to this situation.
Explain how this discovery affected
Missouri and other U.S. citizens and their
economies.
Why was the Pony Express so important during
its short existence?

1859 – First Pony Express Rider
Leaves St. Joseph, Missouri

Construct a chart that identifies the natural,
capital, and human resources needed for this
business.
Does this business represent a good or a service?
Which economic concepts can help explain why
people of the northern and southern states had
different beliefs regarding slavery?
Categorize some of the resources that were
needed to rebuild the railroads, stores, and
factories that had been destroyed during the war.

1861 – Civil War Begins
1865 – Civil War Ends

How were farmers able to grow more crops
during this time period?
1865-1870- Workers Built 900 Miles of
Railroad Tracks in Missouri

Explain how the railroad made Americans even
more interdependent.

1874 – Eads Bridge in St. Louis was
Completed

How did the railroad system help the farming
industry grow during this time period?
Explain why the development of this bridge was
so important to Missouri citizens.
Is a telephone a good or a service?

1876 – Alexander Graham Bell Invents
the Telephone

Explain why the first telephone couldn’t have
been exactly like telephones we use today.
Identify at least two ways this invention helped
people become more interdependent.
Businesses that purchased light bulbs during this
time period were investing in which type of
productive resource?

1879 – Thomas Edison Invents the
Electric Light Bulb

Explain why this purchase would be considered
an investment.
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Who was the entrepreneur that discovered a
method of producing cars more efficiently?
1890s – Missourians Begin to Drive
Automobiles

1904 – Railroads in Missouri
-St. Louis World’s Fair

What type of goods and services were high in
demand because people were now able to travel
farther distances?
How do these new goods and services help us
better understand the interdependency of
households, businesses, and government?
How does the development of the railroad system
relate to the interdependency of households,
businesses, and government?
Why was the St. Louis World’s Fair important to
Missourians?

1917 - World War I

How were resources used differently during this
time of war?

1920 – Women Win the Right to Vote

1929 – The Great Depression

Construct a cost-benefit T-chart that U.S.
legislators might have used while trying to decide
whether to give women the right to vote, or not.
Your text explains that during the depression one
out of every ten people stood in soup lines for
food. It also explains that many farmers found it
hard to sell their crops. Use what you know
about these examples to explain the
interdependency of households, businesses, and
governments.
Roosevelt wanted to help Americans recover
from the Great Depression. He developed a
program called the New Deal. Explain how the
government’s economic decision to provide
government jobs helped Missourians.
During World War II what was scarce for the
factory owner?

1941 – World War II

Explain what supply and demand had to do with
factory decisions of what to produce?
Describe a possible opportunity cost of a woman
deciding to work in a factory.
Explain how a cost/benefit chart could help a
person make a difficult decision.
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1953 – Korean War Ends

1954 – U.S. Supreme Court Says
Segregation is Illegal
1973 – Vietnam War Ends
1991 – War in the Persian Gulf

Missouri and the U.S.

Conduct research to discover what type of goods
and services were being produced in Missouri
during this time period.
Use the struggle for equal rights, during this time
period, to give specific examples of how
households, businesses, and governments are
interdependent.
Create a table to show the different kinds of
resources that were high in demand during the
longest war the U.S. has ever been involved in.
This was the shortest war the U.S. has ever
fought.
Explain how the price the farmer gets for his
agricultural products is related to supply and
demand.
List at least five agricultural products that are
produced in Missouri.

1998-Today
List three transportation goods that are produced
in Missouri.
Construct a Venn-Diagram to show similarities
and differences between working in the
manufacturing industry compared to the service
industry.
Design a table to show at least three Missouri
businesses of each type of industry
(manufacturing and service).
List two characteristics of an entrepreneur and
then explain the role they play in communities
across Missouri and the U.S.

De-Briefing
Facilitate a debriefing session after each task. Allow time for students to share what they
did well, and what they need to remember to do the next time they are given another
time, event, and economic concept to apply to historical events and/or time periods.
Assessment Activities
1. Assign economic concepts for students to apply to selected newspaper
articles/current events. (A suggested format for this assignment follows this
lesson plan.)
2. Allow class time each week for students to share their economics applied to
current events work.
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I Have a Decision to Make!
DECISION-MAKING GRID

My Problem is: ________________________________________________________________________

Alternatives

CRITERIA (Important Things to Consider)
2)
3)
4)

1)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

My Decision is _____________________________________________________________________
The opportunity cost of my decision is __________________________________________________
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5)

Total Value

Cost – Benefit Analysis

Problem:

____________________________________________________

Proposed Solution:
_________________________________________________________

Costs of Proposed Solution

Benefits of Proposed Solution

Short-Term Consequences of Proposed Solution:
_________________________________________________________________

Long-Term Consequences of Proposed Solution:
_________________________________________________________________
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Newspaper Economic Analysis
1. Title of Article ____________________________________________________
2. Summary of the Newspaper Article

3. Economic Concept(s) Contained (or Implied) Within the Article
(Also write your definition of each economic concept.)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
4. Application of Economic Concept(s) to the Newspaper Article
(Give specific examples of how the newspaper article illustrates the economic
concept(s) that you have identified.)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Why Should We Also Know about the Hopewell?

Photo from the Library of Congress
MO GLE’s: SS2B (2); SS4A (1); SS4B (2); SS5A (1); SS5E (5); SS5G (7); SS7 A (1)
Kansas Social Studies Indicators: History Benchmarks 1, 2, and 4. Economics
Benchmarks 1 and 2. Geography Benchmarks 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Background Information
The Hopewell people dominated the Midwest from their Ohio homeland for nearly five hundred
years. They were skilled artisans who had access to copper from the Great Lakes, tortoise shell
from the Gulf of Mexico, and mica from North Carolina for making elaborate ornaments.
Historians have identified evidence of webs of communication and exchange through their works
of art. Their works of art were usually made of exotic materials carried over great distances and
tended to be small.

Lesson Objectives
Students will be able to
 locate, gather, and process information from a variety of primary and secondary sources
including maps,
 analyze information concerning artifacts of the Hopewell people in order to explain what
historians have learned by studying them,
 construct a model of a Hopewell mound and explain why they were built,
 conduct research in order to accurately design a mural that illustrates the role of rivers in
the Hopewell culture, and reflects the agricultural methods used by this group of people,
and
 explain why Native Americans traded goods with Europeans.

Essential Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

How were the needs of this group of people met?
Historically, how have rivers played an important role in economies?
What can be learned by examining artifacts of different time periods?
Where were the Hopewell’s largest cluster and size of mounds found? Have all their
mounds been shaped the same?
5. How do historians know that the Hopewell people cared about their ancestors?
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6. How did the Hopewell’s agricultural methods differ from European farming?
7. Why did Native Americans trade their goods with Europeans?

Procedures
1. Divide students into five different cooperative learning teams.
2. Distribute each group’s performance task card; provide time for each team of
students to review their assigned task. Allow students to ask questions or to state
what their team’s job entails.
3. Introduce the various resource materials that are available for their use and the
procedures that must be followed while conducting research.
4. Set a deadline for each team to be ready to share their work with the teacher and
then with the other team completing the same task.
5. Monitor and assist as needed during the time students are conducting research and
preparing visuals for whole group presentations.
Materials
1. A variety of print resources for conducting research on the Hopewell.
2. Access to computers for conducting research.
3. Chart Paper or Posters and markers for teams of students
4. Consumables for making the model of a Hopewell Mound and the Artifact Map –
yarn or string.
5. Paints and chart paper for the mural depicting the role of rivers and agricultural
methods used by the Hopewell.
6. P – M – I Evaluation Forms (one for each student)
7. Graphic Organizer titled, Putting it All Together (one for each student)
8. The Economic Problem Graphic Organizer (one for each student)
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Performance Task
Teams 1 and 3
Teams work independently, but when finished with their task will meet to compare and
discuss their findings.

1. Research to find documentation of artifacts of the Hopewell (works of art) coming
from Ohio, Ontario, Great Lakes, and North Carolina. The websites below may
be helpful
2. http://www.thenagain.info/WebChron/NorthAmerica/Hopewell.html
http://www.ohiohistory.org/etcetera/exhibits/ohiopix/search.cfm?searchfield=LCS
ubject&searchterm=Hopewell%20culture%20%2D%20Ohio
http://www.shelbycountyhistory.org/schs/indians/hopewellindian.htm
http://www.michiganepic.org/historythemes/resources/Hypothesis.pdf
3. Design an Artifact Map, on chart paper, which includes a drawing, or copy of
online picture, of each artifact your team found with a yarn/string connection
showing where the natural resource used to create the artifact is believed to have
come from.
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Performance Task
Teams 2 and 4
Teams work independently, but when finished with their task will meet to compare and
discuss their findings.

1.

Review the Student Links of the website below to learn more about the Hopewell
people http://www.michiganepic.org/historythemes/resources/hopewell_teacher_index.html
http://www.michiganepic.org/historythemes/resources/How_To_Make_Mound.pdf

2. Design and produce a model of a Hopewell mound.
3. Write a summary paragraph that explains why the Hopewell people built mounds
and what historians have learned about their culture by examining some of their
mounds.
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Performance Task
Teams 5 and 6
Teams work independently, but when finished with their task will meet to compare and
discuss their findings.

1. Review the websites below to learn how rivers played an important role in the
culture and economy of the Hopewell people and to learn more about Native
American farming practices
http://www.michiganepic.org/historythemes/resources/River_Use.pdf
http://www.thenagain.info/WebChron/NorthAmerica/Hopewell.html
http://phi.kenyon.edu/Projects/Farmschool/history/native.htm
2. Complete the Native American Farming Activities you find at the website below.
http://phi.kenyon.edu/Projects/Farmschool/history/nativact.htm
3. Design a mural that illustrates how the river played an important role in the
Hopewell people’s lives and what you’ve learned about their means of farming.
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Allow Sufficient Time for Each Team Presentation
While each team is giving their presentation have students take notes in their social
studies journal.
At the end of each presentation have volunteers from the class critique the presentation in
the following way:
P -

Positive statement

A validation statement

M -

Minus statement

I liked your group’s presentation, but it might
have been good if you’d thought of ….

I

Interesting

Wow, I wish my group had thought of doing that!
Or – I really liked this part of the presentation
because…

-

De-Briefing Session
Ask students to take a few moments to think about everything that has been shared about
the Hopewell and to also examine the visuals produced by each team of students. Pass
out The Economic Problem graphic organizer and ask students to examine it carefully.
Explain that it may be useful as they complete the Pulling it All Together graphic
organizer in preparation for the lesson’s final whole group discussion.
Discussion centers on the following essential questions:







How were the needs of this group of people met?
Historically, how have rivers played an important role in economies?
What can be learned by examining artifacts of different time periods?
How do historians know that the Hopewell people cared about their ancestors?
How did the Hopewell’s agricultural methods differ from European farming?
Why did Native Americans trade their goods with Europeans?

Assessment Activities
1. Students list three other things they hope to learn about the Hopewell during their
field trip to the new Fort Osage Education Center.
2. Students design and complete Venn-Diagrams comparing what they’ve learned
about the Osage and the Hopewell people, during the time of the Lewis and
Clark Exploration.
Teacher Note: The amount of support you give teams of students is dependent upon
the grade range of students. This same plan could be used with elementary, middle
school, and high school students.
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P–M–I

Evaluation Form

Listen carefully to each group presentation before completing your evaluation form.
This process is intended to help each team of students recognize what their audience
especially liked about their presentation and visuals and/or skit, as well as learn how
they might improve future presentations.
P -

Positive statement

A validation statement of what you liked

M -

Minus statement

I liked your group’s presentation, but it might
have been good if you’d thought of ….

I -

Interesting

Wow, I wish my group had thought of doing that!
Or – I really liked this part of the presentation
because…

Team # _____
Evaluator _________________
Title of Presentation _____________________________________________________

P____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
M ___________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
I
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Pulling it All Together
How the Hopewell People’s Needs Were Met

Directions: Complete the table below to show what you have learned.
Their Culture
Their Economy
Their Art
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Related Resource Links
http://www.michiganepic.org/historythemes/resources/hopewell_teacher_index.html
Pre-Historic and Historic Native American Cultures: Hopewell
Teacher guide and resources, plus interactive student resources
http://www.shelbycountyhistory.org/schs/indians/hopewellindian.htm
Shelby County Ohio Historical Society (summary on the history of the Hopewell, photos
of artifacts found in their county, time-line, etc.)
http://www.thenagain.info/WebChron/NorthAmerica/Hopewell.html
History Dept. of North Park University’s summary of this group’s culture.
http://phi.kenyon.edu/Projects/Farmschool/history/native.htm
Native American Farming
http://phi.kenyon.edu/Projects/Farmschool/history/nativact.htm
Native American Farming Activities (Poetry based)
http://phi.kenyon.edu/Projects/Farmschool/history/home.htm
Knox County Ohio Website; History of Agriculture
http://www.ohiohistory.org/etcetera/exhibits/ohiopix/search.cfm?searchfield=LCSubject
&searchterm=Hopewell%20culture%20%2D%2D%20Ohio
OhioPix: Hopewell Culture
http://www.scils.rutgers.edu/%7Ekvander/ChildrenLit/nalist.html
Native Americans – A Resource List for Teaching –To or About – Native Americans
http://www.nativechild.com/resources/article.html
Teaching Kids the Wonderful Diversity of American Indians
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/lewisandclark/journey_intro.html
Lewis and Clark Journey Log (National Geographic Website)
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/lewisandclark/record_tribes_012_1_9.html
Missouri Indians
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Lewis and Clark Expedition:
The Members Make a Difference!
Elementary Level Unit of Study
MO GLEs
. SS 2a.A.1 …individuals from MO who have made a difference in Missouri and the
nation
. B2 Describe the contributions of Thomas Jefferson; Sequence and describe the
importance of Lewis and Clark Expedition
. 4.A.1 Distinguish among Natural, Human and Capital Resources
. B.2 Interpret the past, explain the present and predict the future consequences of
decision making
KS
Economics Standard: 4th grade The student uses a working knowledge and understanding
of major economic concepts, issues, and systems, applying decision-making skills as a
consumer, producer, saver, investor, and citizen of Kansas and the United States living in
an interdependent world.
Benchmark 1: The student understands how limited resources require choices. 2. (A)
identifies examples of how natural, capital, and human resources are used in production
of goods and services
History Standard: 4th grade The student uses a working knowledge and understanding of
significant individuals, groups, ideas, events, eras, and developments in the history of
Kansas, the United States, and the world, utilizing essential analytical and research skills.
Benchmark 1: The student understands the significance of important individuals and
major developments in history. 3.(K) describes the observations of the explorers who
came to what was to become Kansas
History Standard: 4th grade The student uses a working knowledge and understanding of
significant individuals, groups, ideas, events, eras, and developments in the history of
Kansas, the United States, and the world, utilizing essential analytical and research skills.
Benchmark 4: The student engages in historical thinking skills.
4.(A) identifies and compares information from primary and secondary sources
5.(A) uses research skills to interpret an historical person or event in history and notes
the source(s) of information
Economics Standard: 5th grade The student uses a working knowledge and understanding
of major economic concepts, issues, and systems, applying decision-making skills as a
consumer, producer, saver, investor, and citizen of Kansas and the United States living in
an interdependent world.
Benchmark 1: The student understands how limited resources require choices.
3. (K) describes how specialization results in increased productivity
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Overview:
In this lesson, students use a concept map process to discover why Lewis and Clark
needed a specialized crew for the Expedition and how each member contributed in their
own way to the Expedition. The lesson could extend over several days allowing for the
research and \ presentations.
Objectives:
The Student will be able to:
. Demonstrate how Lewis and Clark might have applied a decision making model to
select the members of the Corps of Discover
. Analyze the human capital necessary for the Expedition to be prepared for the trip
Materials:
. Internet
. Software for presentations or white board, chart paper, markers
. Literature books on Lewis and Clark that focus on the human resources such as “How
We Crossed the West” by Rosalyn Schanzer.
Vocabulary:
Corps of Discovery: The word “corps” means “A body of persons acting together or
associated under common direction.” (www.dictionary.com)
Human Capital: The health, education, experience, training, skills and values of people.
Also known as human resources. (EconEdLink Glossary
http://my.econedlink.org/glossary.php?#H)
Procedure:
. Anticipatory Set: Ask students to remember a time when they were picking teams on
the playground. How did they decide who would be on their team?
Why did they use this strategy?
. Tell the students that Lewis and Clark had a big responsibility when deciding who
would join the Expedition. In fact, President Thomas Jefferson probably thought a long
time about who he would ask to lead the Corps of Discovery.
. Ask if anyone remembers who President Jefferson picked? (Meriwether Lewis) Why
did President Jefferson select Captain Lewis? (Lewis was secretary to President
Jefferson and had been in the army.) What characteristics do you think Captain Lewis
must have had to give President Jefferson the confidence to select him to lead the
Expedition? (trustworthy, loyal, willing to learn, physically fit to endure the trip, to
name a few)
. When talking about the Corps of Discovery, there is another very important person for
the Expedition. Who is it? (William Clark) Captain Lewis had served under William
Clark and wrote to him immediately asking Clark to join him in the leadership of this
expedition. Why would Captain Lewis want someone else to share the responsibility?
(They each had different skills and talents that would complement each other to help
the expedition succeed.)
(June 19, 1803 letter of Lewis to Clark. & Clark’s reply on July 18, 1803)
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. Using your Smart Board and Inspiration to generate concept maps, white board or
overhead, help the students begin to construct a concept map of the Human Resources
selected for the Corps of Discovery. A sample follows.
. Use any resource available to read to the students about other important members of the
Corps of Discovery. One suggested resource is, “How We Crossed the West” by
Rosalyn Schanzer. A website that lists both military and civilian members
http://www.lewisandclark.com/facts/factsmilmmbr.html is simple and easy for students
to understand. Help students to recognize that one’s talents, skills, training, health, etc.
are used to determine when they are prepared to take on a new job. Space was limited
on the expedition, those who were joining needed to be able to contribute in specific
ways to the success of the adventure. The Corp morale was important…how did the
fiddler player help the men pass the time?
. Activity: Students should expand the concept map adding the names of key individuals
who joined the Expedition and naming the human capital that the individual possessed
to qualify as a member of the Corps. This information is readily available in a
multitude of resources. Students might work as partners to research and select 6 more
men who would join the group. Add their names to the concept map/graphic organizer,
list at least 3 facts for each person as to what qualified them to be selected.
. Each group should post their graphic organizer in the room and be prepared to share
why they selected these individuals to add to the list of the members. As an alternative,
a Power Point using the concept maps could be created and shown for Missouri Day in
October.
. Debrief: How were the Captains of the Expedition selected? Why were they qualified
to lead? What talents, skills, special training did the other members of the Corps
possess? How would these human capital assets benefit the expedition? What decision
making steps do you think Lewis and Clark went through as they chose the members to
join the expedition? Based on what you know about the expedition, do you think that
the various skills and talents of the individuals contributed to the success of the
expedition?
. Closure: We started today by talking about how students choose team members when
organizing a game on the playground. Remind me how you make the choices when
selecting a team? How does that compare with how Lewis and Clark chose their team?
What did you learn about their process that might apply to your next team?
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Human Resources
for the
Corps of Discovery

President Jefferson
organizes the
Corps of Discovery

Meriwether Lewis

William Clark

. Secretary to President Jefferson
. Willing to learn, loyal, trustworthy,
brave, good woodsman, etc.
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.
.
.

Had been Lewis’ commander
His skills complemented Lewis’
He was brave and a good map maker

Lewis and Clark Expedition
Fort Osage: X Marks the Spot
Elementary Level Unit of Study

MO GLE’s: SS 2a.A, B.2; 4.B.2; 5 A.1, B.2, C.3, D.4; 7A.1
Overview: This lesson will explore the basis for establishing a “factory” at the location
later; named Fort Osage. Through this lesson students will be prepared for the “why” of
Fort Osage.
Objectives: SWBAT analyze the rationale William Clark used for
determining that a fort should be established in what is now Sibley, Missouri.
Materials:
Map A, “X Marks the Spot” one per student
Power Point, Why Did “X” Mark the Spot for Fort Osage?
Power Point Viewer can be downloaded for those who do not have
Power Point in order to see the Power Point
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=428D57
27-43AB-4F24-90B7-A94784AF71A4&displaylang=en
Vocabulary: Some terms used during this time period in history would be new to your
students in the sense that they were spoken at this time.
Factories: trading posts set up by the government for trade and communication
Keelboat: Keelboat Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - Cite This Source
A Keelboat is a keeled boat built for the navigation of rivers. It is similar to a riverboat,
but is typically controlled with oars or poles. Keelboats have been used for exploration,
such as the Lewis and Clark Expedition, and for carrying people and cargo.
Pirogue: Pirogue Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - Cite This Source
A pirogue is a small, flat-bottomed boat of a design associated particularly with West
African fishermen and the Cajuns of the Louisiana marsh. These boats are not usually
intended for over-night travel but are light and small enough to be easily taken onto land.
The design also allows the pirogue to move through very shallow water and be easily
turned over to drain any water that may get into the boat. The pirogue's motion comes
from paddles that have one blade (as opposed to a kayak paddle, which has two). It can
also be punted with a pole in shallow water.
Incentives: Incentive Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - Cite This Source In economics,
an incentive is any factor (financial or non-financial) that provides a motive for a
particular course of action, or counts as a reason for preferring one choice to the
alternatives.
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Decision Making: Decision making Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - Cite This Source
Decision making is the cognitive process leading to the selection of a course of action
among alternatives. Every decision making process produces a final choice. It can be an
action or an opinion. It begins when we need to do something but we do not know what.
Therefore, decision making is a reasoning process which can be rational or irrational, and
can be based on explicit assumptions or tacit assumptions. Common examples include
shopping, deciding what to eat, when to sleep, and deciding whom or what to vote for in
an election or referendum.
Costs and Benefits: Cost-benefit analysis Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - Cite This
Source Cost-benefit analysis (often referred to as CBA, or in the United States as
Benefit-cost analysis) is an important technique for project appraisal: the process of
weighing the total expected costs against the total expected benefits of one or more
actions in order to choose the best or most profitable option.
Procedure:(Teacher note: Lesson utilizes map skills or can be used to develop map
skills. At http://geology.com/state-map/missouri.shtml students can see various maps of
Missouri for review. Most communities have a website with a local map as well. Of
course they would love to see Google Earth for your school!)
1. Teacher asks students to think of a favorite place they like to go. Turn to their
neighbor and tell the neighbor the name of the place and why they like to go
there. Ask for several students to share their favorite place and why they like to
go there. (relatives home, friend’s house, amusement park, ball park, etc.) (Good
connection: Dr. Suess Oh the Places We Go.)
2. Pass out Map A, X Marks the Spot. Ask students to draw a map of how to get to
their favorite place. This is approximate and should be done independently.
Students should label the destination point and include any street names or
landmarks to help identify the route to their favorite place. Accuracy is not the
point here…but rather recognizing that getting from “You are Here” to “Where
you Want to Go” isn’t as easy as they might think!
3. On the back of Map A the student could write the directions in MapQuest style.
(time permitting) Post student maps in the room.
4. Tell students that before Missouri was a state that the explorers did not know what
to expect when they first set out on the Missouri River. This was unknown
territory and there were not any detailed “X Marks the Spot” maps for how to
navigate the river and where they should set up camp etc.
5. Use the Power Point, Why Did “X” Mark the Spot for Fort Osage?, to introduce
the students to the process of determining the location of Fort Osage.
6. After viewing the Power Point use the following guiding questions:
· Without a map of the Missouri River, how did William Clark determine that the
location he chose would make a good place for the government to establish a
factory or Fort Osage?
(At this time in history, maps were not available in detail for the area west of the
Mississippi. Lewis and Clark were leading the Expedition to learn more about
the regions west of the Mississippi. Their notes and maps were used to help
determine the potential sites to locate future factories/forts, as well as, create
maps for future travlers.)
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· What were the reasons that William Clark listed for selecting Fort Point as the
location for the factory?
(While the Expedition was camped on the left side of the river, Lewis and Clark
noticed a point across the river that was at a narrow spot and a high hill. The hill
would provide a good place for trade and communication because the width and
height afforded a good lookout for those approaching the fort. In addition the
river could rise without threatening to flood the fort. This point would be a good
advantage point for the Osage,
Kansa and Iowa Indians to come to trade because of the geographical proximity
to the tribes.)
7. Tell the students that the location of Fort Osage is due to research and the
reporting that Lewis and Clark did for the Expedition. The results of their
findings led to the selection of Fort Point, ie. Fort Osage because of the
incentives this location offered for good trade and communication.
(Teacher note: At this part of the lesson read from Clark’s journals while
showing on Smart Board or using an Elmo to project for students to read
along. Some suggestions of passages that describe the wildlife and the
river include: June 4, 1804 through June 27 for example.
http://www.pbs.org/lewisandclark/archive/index.html click on The Journals
and scroll down to the dates listed above or any others you find helpful.
8. In making this determination, William Clark used the power of rational
decision making. All along the river there were other locations for setting
up a factory. Clark weighed the costs and benefits of Fort Point and
knew that the benefits would make this location a good choice.
9. Back to the map the students drew to show how to get to their favorite
place. Ask the students if they did not have a map, if they could find their
favorite place? Explain that maps help us be informed. Lewis and Clark
drew maps to help those who would follow them. This was a big help to
those wanting to find the trading posts along the Missouri River as well
as other points along the Santa Fe Trail.
Activity:
Ask the students to research the region of the Missouri River around the area of Fort
Osage in the early 1800’s. From what they read about the river, draw a picture of what
they think the river and surrounding area would have looked like in this region of
Missouri. Include any details that would help explain why the location was considered a
good place for a fort. Students must add a legend to explain the features. Finally,
students should write journal entries to explain their drawings as Captain Clark did for
President Jefferson.
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Resources:
 Fort Osage History: http://www.epsi.net/graphic/fthist.html
 Fort Osage: A History of It’s First Occupation 1808-1813, Based on
Authentic Letters and Diaries, compiled and written by Michael L.
Gillespie, © 1992. State Historical Society and public libraries.
page 1 describes the view and river conditions as they approach the
area of Fort Point. Gillespie recounts the sighting of “deer, black bear,
and raccoons” as well as “turbulent, snag-filled” river waters.
http://memory.loc.gov/cgibin/query/r?ammem/faw:@field(DOCID+@lit(i
cufawcbf0001adiv6))
22d. The river rose during the night four inches. The water is very rapid and
crowded with concealed timber. We passed two large islands and an extensive
prairie on the south, beginning with a rich low land, and rising to the distance of
seventy or eighty feet of rolling clear country. The thermometer at three o'clock
P.M. was at 87°. After coming ten and a half miles we encamped on the south,
opposite a large creek called Fire Prairie river.
23d. The wind was against us this morning, and became so violent that we made
only three and a half miles, and were obliged to lie to during the day at a small
island. This is separated from the northern side by a narrow channel which cannot
be passed by boats, being choaked by trees and drifted wood. Directly opposite on
the south, is a high commanding position, more than seventy feet above high
water mark, and overlooking the river which is here of but little width; this spot
has many advantages for a fort, and trading house with the Indians.* The river fell
eight inches last night.
[Note : * The United States built in September, 1808, a factory and fort at this
spot, which is very convenient for trading with the Osages, Ayauways, and
Kanzas.]
The next day, 24th, we passed at eight miles distance, Hay Cabin creek coming in
from the south, about twenty yards wide, and so called from camps of straw built
on it; to the north are some rocks projecting into the river, and a little beyond
them a creek on the same side, called Charaton Scarty; that is, Charaton like the
Otter. We halted, after making eleven and a half miles, the country on both sides
being fine and interspersed with prairies, in which we now see numerous herds of
deer, pasturing in the plains or feeding on the young willows of the river.
 http://www.lib.virginia.edu/small/exhibits/lewis_clark/exploring/ch430.html Both the 1795 and 1802 versions of Arrowsmith’s map served as
resources that Nicholas King consulted as he prepared his map for the Lewis
and Clark Expedition. Lewis and Clark, in fact, carried the 1802 Arrowsmith
map along on the expedition. Thomas Jefferson owned the 1802 map as well
as an 1802 edition of Arrowsmith’s map of the United States. Arrowsmith’s
1802 map of North America was the most comprehensive map of the West
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available to Jefferson and Lewis and it was probably the most important map
used in the planning of the expedition.
 http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/lewisandclark/images/ree0022p1s.jpg A journal
page that should be enlarged to be read describes features of the Missouri
River
 http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/lewisandclark/images/ree0022p1s.jpg The virtual
tour of Lewis and Clark goes fast but there are some good pictures of the river

Save their drawings to compare/contrast with their drawings of the river in
present time after touring Fort Osage. If possible use digital images of
the river at Fort Osage today to help students draw maps of the current
region.
Assessment: This introductory lesson is intended to set the stage for students about the
location for Fort Osage. A sense of purpose for why William Clark was selecting a
location for a factory could be assessed by asking students to complete a “Quick Write”
for their understanding of his analysis.
Extend the Lesson Cross-Curriculum: Reading, Writing and Social Studies
Ask the students to edit journal selections and to identify how writing conventions have
changed through history!
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Map A “X Marks the Spot

Name______________________

Directions: Think about your favorite place to go. Draw a map of how to get from your
home (mark your starting point) to your favorite place. Label any streets or landmarks to
help show the way! Mark your favorite place with an X. Give this place a name such as:
grandma’s house, pizza place, library, etc.
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Lewis and Clark Expedition
(Middle School and High School Level)

The Fort
is Here!

MO GLE’s



SS 2a.B Discovery, Exploration and Settlement of the United States Evaluate the importance of
the discovery, exploration and early settlement of America
E.5 (5) Westward expansion and settlement of the United States, Assess the significance of
Westward Expansion including: Louisiana Purchase, Lewis and Clark Expedition, Missouri
Compromise, etc.,

 4 A.1 Economic Concepts: scarcity, supply and demand, trade-offs, opportunity cost, wealth,
sources of wealth, specialization;



4 C.3 Interpreting the past, explaining the present and predicting the future of economic
decisions;
D. 4 Understanding the consequences of personal and public economic decisions



5 A. (1) Geographic research sources (e.g., maps, satellite images, globes, charts, graphs and
databases) and how to evaluate and use them; Use and evaluate geographic research sources to
process and report information to solve problems and make predictions Construct maps



B. (2) Use of the geography of Missouri, the United States, the Americas, and world to make
predictions and solve problems: Location, Locate states of the United States, Locate cities and
topographic features of the United States, Locate and describe geographic places, using absolute
and relative location



C. (3) Place Analyze physical characteristics, such as climate, topography, relationship to water
and ecosystems



Analyze human characteristics, such as people’s education, language, diversity, economies,
religions, settlement patterns, ethnic background and political system



E. (5) Human systems, Compare major patterns of population distribution, demographics, and
migrations in the United States and the impact of those patterns on cultures and community life



F. (6) Human-environment interactions, Identify and describe world-wide patterns of resource
distribution Identify how technology and culture have influenced resource use in the past, Identify
and explain environmental consequences of how people use resources from historical examples,
Identify and explain the effect of natural forces upon human activities from historical experiences



G. (7) Relationships between and among places, Describe trade patterns, explaining how supply
and demand influence movement of goods and services, human, natural and capital resources,
Explain causes and effects of migration streams, movements of people to job markets, barriers to
human movement and how people overcome such barriers, Explain how changes in transportation,
communication and other technologies affect the movement of people, products and ideas
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H. (8) Regions, Explain how regions of the United States relate to one another and change over
time



I. (9) Uses of geography Use geography to interpret the past, explain the present and plan for the
future



6. C. (3) Effects of actions, cultural, traditions and institutions, Analyze how cultural traditions,
human actions and institutions affect people’s behavior



7. A. (1) Using primary and secondary sources, Select, investigate, and present a topic using
primary and secondary resources, such as oral interviews, artifacts, journals, documents, photos
and letters



B. (2) Using maps, graphs, statistics, timelines, charts and diagrams, Use maps, graphs, statistical
data, timelines, charts and diagrams to interpret, draw conclusions and make predictions



D. (4) Using technological tools, Use technological tools for research and presentation

Overview
This lesson will explore the rationale for determining that Fort Osage should be
established at what is now Sibley, MO. Through primary source information from the
journal of William Clark, details of the intent for this Fort and the reasons why this
location was suited to establishing a fort will be uncovered.
Objectives
Students will be able to
 analyze the rationale William Clark used for determining that a fort should be
established in what is now Sibley, Missouri.
 determine the government’s interest in securing the region for a fort.
 evaluate the resources at this place along the Missouri River for the location of a
fort.
Materials
1. Picture of Missouri River around Sibley, MO early 1800’s as found at:
Outside In: The Missouri Conservationist for Kids online, Traveling on the
Wild Missouri River, by Martha Daniels, http://www.mdc.mo.gov/kids/outin/2003/01/2.htm or similar http://www.mdc.mo.gov/kids/outin/2003/01/1.htm (right click on the pictures of the river)
2. Visual 1 for each student
3. Visual 2 for each student
4. Handout 1 for each student
Vocabulary
Some terms used during this time period in history might be new to your students in the
sense that they were spoken at this time.
1. Factories: trading posts set up by the government for trade and communication
2. Incentives: Incentive Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - Cite This SourceIn
economics, an incentive is any factor (financial or non-financial) that provides a
motive for a particular course of action, or counts as a reason for preferring one
choice to the alternatives.
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3. Decision Making: Decision making Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - Cite This
Source Decision making is the cognitive process leading to the selection of a
course of action among alternatives. Every decision making process produces a
final choice. It can be an action or an opinion. It begins when we need to do
something but we do not know what. Therefore, decision making is a reasoning
process which can be rational or irrational, and can be based on explicit
assumptions or tacit assumptions. Common examples include shopping, deciding
what to eat, when to sleep, and deciding whom or what to vote for in an election
or referendum.
4. Smudge Fires: http://www.thefreedictionary.com/smudge The Free Dictionary
and Thesaurus
Noun smudge - a smoky fire to drive away insects;
v. smudged, smudg·ing, smudg·es
v.tr. 1) To make dirty, especially in one small area.
2) To smear or blur (something).
3) To fill (an orchard or another planted area) with dense smoke
from a smudge pot in order to prevent damage from insects or
frost.
Procedure
7. Teacher displays a picture of the MO River in the Sibley, MO area at the time of
the Lewis and Clark Expedition. (Outside In: The Missouri Conservationist for
Kids online, Traveling on the Wild Missouri River, by Martha Daniels,
http://www.mdc.mo.gov/kids/out-in/2003/01/2.htm
8. Students are asked to imagine they are a member of the expedition and listen to
the description of the area that became Fort Osage as written by Clark in his
journal: “a high commanding position, more than 70 feet above high-water mark,
and overlooking the river, which is here but of little depth.” from the journal of
William Clark, June 23, 1804. Other accounts discuss the sandbars, the many
snags in the river, but the focus is on the river rather than the actual land where
the fort will be constructed in 1808.
Another quote about the Missouri River that helps create a picture is taken
from Outside In: Traveling on the Wild Missouri River, same reference as
above. “Back then, Missouri River water was very muddy. People commonly said
that it was "too thick to drink, but too thin to plow."
9. From this description, ask students to draw or paint a picture of the site of the fort
as they would predict it might have looked. Include the river as the setting and the
land where the fort will be built in 1808. Students will display their drawings on a
classroom wall/bulletin board to show their “predictions.” Visual 1
10. Students write a detailed description of the site as a report to President Thomas
Jefferson. The description should create a visual image of the region and why it
would be ideal for the location of a factory at this place on the Missouri River.
Visual 2
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11. Read the following to the students from the Introduction to Fort Osage: A History
of Its First Occupation 1808-1813: “Picture the panorama of a deep, verdant
forest cut in two by the waters of a great river. Visualize a small fort and trading
post in a clearing by the river, a nervous sentry standing at the gate checking the
priming on his musket. Look beyond the fort and watch the smoke from sores of
smudge fires wafting through the treetops. Observe hundreds of Indian warriors
standing about those fires with their painted faces and gaudy beads and feathers.
Place the entire scene two hundred miles and ten day’ hard travel beyond the
familiar and comfortable sights of an American settlement.”
12. Students complete a comparison contrast of what they predicted the region would
look like in their drawings and what the above quote has described the scene to
be. Worksheet 1
13. Use the following guiding questions to focus student attention on the natural,
human and capital resources present at the site of the “Future Home of Fort
Osage”. List on the overhead projector or smart board.
Compare with the reports written to President Jefferson for the resources that
would enhance this region as a site for a fort.
Questions
 What were the reasons that William Clark listed for selecting Fort Point as
the location for the factory?
While the Expedition was camped on the left side of the river, Lewis and
Clark noticed a point across the river that was at a narrow spot and a
high hill. The hill would provide a good place for trade and
communication because the width and height afforded a good lookout for
those approaching the fort. In addition the river could rise without
threatening to flood the fort. This point would be a good advantage point
for the Osage, Kansa and Iowa Indians to come to trade because of the
geographical proximity to the tribes.


Name the resources that were present at this time that influenced his
reasoning for locating a fort at this spot.
Natural: trees, river, height of the land above the river, animals;
Human: Native Americans in the region included the Osage; Capital:
uninhabited at this time with no structures or artifacts….potential was
great once a fort would be established



Tell the students that the location of Fort Osage is due to research and the
reporting that Lewis and Clark did for the Expedition. The results of their
findings led to the selection of Fort Point, ie. Fort Osage because of the
incentives that this location offered for good trade and communication.
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In making this determination, William Clark used the power of rational
decision making. All along the river there were other locations for setting
up a factory. Clark weighed the costs and benefits of Fort Point and knew
that the benefits would make this location a good choice.



However, beyond the potential for a good location for establishing a
Factory, President Jefferson wanted a fort in this region based on
the concern for other countries wishing to claim rights to this land
as the British had already done elsewhere. The area was rich with
animals whose pelts were in demand. This would be a profitable
area to claim. In order to peacefully locate at Fort Osage, it would
be necessary for the peaceful co-existence with the Native
Americans. As Jefferson told Lewis, establishment of the Fort.



Why would it be to the advantage of the Factors to establish good
communication and relations with the Osage and other tribes?
To be able to work with the Native American population
and be able to trade with them rather than fear their reaction
to the white man settling on this land.

Assessment
Have students work with a partner to analyze the main factors that influenced the
decision to establish Ft. Osage where it stands today.
The two partners then join two other partners for a group of four.
In collaboration, the four person group then writes an article for the St. Louis Dispatch
informing the public that the fort has been established and why it was located in this
particular geographic location.
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Resources
 Fort Osage History: http://www.epsi.net/graphic/fthist.html
 Fort Osage: A History of It’s First Occupation 1808-1813, Based on
Authentic Letters and Diaries, compiled and written by Michael L. Gillespie, ©
1992. State Historical Society and public libraries.
Page 1 describes the view and river conditions as they approach the area of
Fort Point. Gillespie recounts the sighting of “deer, black bear, and raccoons”
as well as “turbulent, snag-filled” river waters.
 Missouri River drawing for a view of the river as it was in 1800’s
Back then, Missouri River water was very muddy. People commonly said that
it was "too thick to drink, but too thin to plow."
http://memory.loc.gov/cgibin/query/r?ammem/faw:@field(DOCID+@lit(i
cufawcbf0001adiv6))
22d. The river rose during the night four inches. The water is very rapid and crowded
with concealed timber. We passed two large islands and an extensive prairie on the south,
beginning with a rich low land, and rising to the distance of seventy or eighty feet of
rolling clear country. The thermometer at three o'clock P.M. was at 87°. After coming ten
and a half miles we encamped on the south, opposite a large creek called Fire Prairie
river.
23d. The wind was against us this morning, and became so violent that we made only
three and a half miles, and were obliged to lie to during the day at a small island. This is
separated from the northern side by a narrow channel which cannot be passed by boats,
being chocked by trees and drifted wood. Directly opposite on the south, is a high
commanding position, more than seventy feet above high water mark, and overlooking
the river which is here of but little width; this spot has many advantages for a fort, and
trading house with the Indians.* The river fell eight inches last night.
[Note : * The United States built in September, 1808, a factory and fort at this spot,
which is very convenient for trading with the Osages, Ayauways, and Kanzas.]
The next day, 24th, we passed at eight miles distance, Hay Cabin creek coming in from
the south, about twenty yards wide, and so called from camps of straw built on it; to the
north are some rocks projecting into the river, and a little beyond them a creek on the
same side, called Charaton Scarty; that is, Charaton like the Otter. We halted, after
making eleven and a half miles, the country on both sides being fine and interspersed
with prairies, in which we now see numerous herds of deer, pasturing in the plains or
feeding on the young willows of the river.
 http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/lewisandclark/images/ree0022p1s.jpg A journal page
that should be enlarged to be read describes features of the Missouri River
 http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/lewisandclark/images/ree0022p1s.jpg The virtual tour of
Lewis and Clark goes fast but there are some good pictures of the river

Save their drawings to compare/contrast with their drawings of the
river in present time after touring Fort Osage. If possible use digital
images of the river at Fort Osage today to help students draw maps
of the current region.
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Visual 1
Directions
Draw or paint a picture of the area where Fort Osage was to be established.
Include the river, landscape and features of this area that would make this an
ideal spot for the new fort.

Think about it…what did the explorers use to draw
maps in their time? Were maps on paper? Did they use
pencil? pen? Quill pens?

Map of MO River near Sibley, MO 1804
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Visual 2
Directions
You are a member of the Expedition. Use your drawing or painting of the region
where Clark recommended a fort be established as a reference to write a report
describing the territory to President Jefferson. Be sure to use details and
descriptors that will help him imagine what this location looks like in order for him
to determine if a factory should be set up at this spot on the river path. What
would be important for him to know about this region?  Think about it…how
would the report have been written for President Jefferson? Be sure to give this
report a date….sign your name as a member of the Expedition.
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Handout 1

Name__________________
Hour___________________

Directions

Compare and contrast your drawing of the region where Ft. Osage would be established
with the passage your teacher read to you.
“Picture the panorama of a deep, verdant forest cut in two by the waters of a great river.
Visualize a small fort and trading post in a clearing y the river, a nervous sentry standing
at the gate checking the priming on his musket. Look beyond the fort and watch the
smoke from sores of smudge fires wafting through the treetops. Observe hundreds of
Indian warriors standing about those fires with their painted faces and gaudy beads and
feathers. Place the entire scene two hundred miles and ten day’ hard travel beyond the
familiar and comfortable sights of an American settlement.”
Use the graphic organizer below or one of your own to make the comparison:
What conclusions can you make about the comparison? Write your ideas on the
back of this paper.

My Fort Osage Regional
Drawing

Fort Osage Description from
Quote above

The river looks like:

The description of the river says it:

Features of the land around the
river (natural resources)

Description of the river bank is
(natural resources)

Human activity in my picture
includes:

Human activity as described in the
quote:

Capital resources in my picture
include:

Capital resources in the quote
include:
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President Jefferson
organizes the
Corps of Discovery

Meriwether Lewis

William Clark

. Secretary to President Jefferson
. Willing to learn, loyal, trustworthy,
brave, good woodsman, etc.
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.
.
.

Had been Lewis’ commander
His skills complemented Lewis’
He was brave and a good map maker

Ideas for Integrating Economics and Historical Literature
Treasures of the Steamboat Arabia
By David Hawley, Copyright © 1995
MO GLEs : Fourth Grade SS2A (1); SS4A (1); SS4B (2) and SS 5E (5)
KS Standards: Fourth Grade
History Standard 1, Benchmark 1, Performance Indicator 3
Background Information
The history of river transportation began long before the steamboat was invented. This
lesson allows the opportunity for students to see pictures and to hear about Missouri
River travel during the 1850s.
Lesson Objectives
Students will be able to
 identify ways Missourians have interacted, survived and progressed from the
distant past to present times,
 describe how changes in communication and transportation technologies affect
people’s lives, and
 explain why people living in different places and specializing in different ways of
making a living have a need to interact with each other.
Essential Questions
 How did the invention of the steamboat change the lives of people across the
United States?
 Why did people specialize in specific types of businesses?
 What type of goods and services were being exchanged and/or transported along
the Missouri River during the 1850s?
Procedures
1. Ask students to think about what they’ve already learned about early types
of river transportation, and then have them share their thoughts with a
neighbor.
2. Explain that today’s lesson will give them the opportunity to see pictures
and to hear stories about Missouri River travel during the 1850s.
3. Read the specified sections of Treasures of the Steamboat Arabia, by
David Hawley, to students stopping at appropriate times to facilitate a
discussion using the following questions.
Read A Loud: Read “Steamboats A’ Comin’ (pages 6 and 7)
Listen carefully to learn about the economic activity that took place along the Missouri
River in the 1850s.
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Shared Reading Discussion & Questions
1. Who can name two goods that were being traded during this time period?
__________________________

______________________________

2. Each of you think about why tools, lumber, hardware supplies, and medicine
would have been in demand during the 1850s. Once you have an idea, share it
with your partner.
________________________________________________________________
3. Who can identify one type of service that was being provided?
____________________________________________________________
4. Each of you need to think about the type of service provider that had the ability to
earn tremendous profits. When I give you the signal, we will all name that type of
service provider together.

5. Why do you think the producers of this service were able to earn larger profits
than most businessmen of their time?
__________________________________________________________________
Read A Loud: Caption regarding John Snyder Pringle (page 12) and The Steamboat
Arabia Section (pages 12 – 15)
Each of you must listen carefully to learn more about our economy during the 1850s. Listen for
examples of how increased technology was changing the level of economic activity, and to
identify an example of interdependency between households, businesses, and government.

Shared Reading Discussion & Questions
1. Why was the location of John Snyder Pringle’s boatyard important in the success of his
business?
________________________________________________________________________
2. What would be one type of capital resource that a boat master would have to load and
use throughout each river trip?
________________________________________________________________________
3. What is the relationship between specialization and a business’s level of productivity?
________________________________________________________________________
4. Who can name at least two jobs people in Brownsville, PA specialized in during the
Golden Steamboat Era.
___________________________________
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__________________________________

Teach students how to interpret a Circular Flow Chart of Economic Activity using the
transparency that is included with this lesson plan.
Key Points to Make
 The outside flow shows the movement of goods, services, and resources, while the inside
flow shows the exchange of money for goods, services, and factors of production
(natural, human, and capital).
 This model shows that households, businesses and government are interdependent. The
three sectors of our economy (households, businesses, and government) depend on each
other for something(s).
 Economic decisions made by one group of the economy (household, businesses, and
government) impact the other two groups.
Assessment Activities (To be done independently)
1. Design a Circular Flow Chart of the economic activity we have just read about that took
place in the 1850s: The Golden Steamboat Era. Draw your own chart but in place of “sell
or buy goods and resources” place an example of a good or service that might have been
exchanged during the 1850s.
2. Write a paragraph that summarizes the chart that you have designed.
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Alignment Chart to Missouri and Kansas Science Standards
Title of Lesson
Edible Rocks
Find Me If You Can!
My Monstrous
Mutations
Playdough River
Rivers and Streams
What is in Leaf Litter?
Conduct a Fish Survey
in Your Class
Outbreak
Population of Animals
What’s In My Water?
DNA On a String

Missouri
Strand 4; Benchmark 3,
Concept 1A, Scope a
Strand 3, Benchmark 1,
Concept E, Scope a
Strand 4, Benchmark 3,
Concept C, Scope b
Strand 4, Benchmark 1,
Concept A, Scope b
Strand 5, Benchmark 2,
Concept A, Scope a
Strand 7, Benchmark
A, Concept 1, Scope a
Strand 3, Benchmark 1,
Concept A, Scope a
Strand 7, Benchmark
A, Concept 1, Scope a
Strand 3, Benchmark 1,
Concept A, Scope a
Strand 6, Benchmark
A, Concept 6, Scope a
Strand 3, Benchmark 3,
Concept D, Scope a, b,
and c
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Kansas
Standard 4; Benchmark
1, Indicator 1
Standard 3, Benchmark
2, Indicator 3
Standard 3, Benchmark
5, Indicator 3
Standard 3, Benchmark
3, Number 1, c
Standard 4, Benchmark
2, Concept A, Scope a
Standard 3, Benchmark
2, Indicator 3
Standard 3, Benchmark
5, Indicator 1
Standard 3, Benchmark
2, Indicator 3
Standard 3, Benchmark
5, Indicator 1
Standard 3, Benchmark
2, Indicator 3
Standard 3, Benchmark
1, Indicators 3

MO Process
Standards
Goals 1.3; 1.6;
and 1.10
Goals 1.3; 1.6;
and 1.8
Goals 1.3; 1.6;
and 1.10
Goals 1.6; and 2.1
Goals 1.3; 1:6;
1.10 and 3.5
Goals 1.3; l:6,
and 1.10
Goals 1:3; 1:6,
and 1.10
Goal 1.5
Goals 1:3; 1;6;
1.10 and 3.5
Goals 1.2; 1.6;
2.1 and 2.3
Goals 1.5; 1.6;
1.8; and 1.10

Edible Rocks
Missouri GLES: Strand 4 Benchmark 3, Concept 1A, Scope a
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 4, Benchmark 1, Indicator 1
Lewis and Clark found several fossil during their expedition. In Clarks’ journal, he
wrote, “Petrified Jaw bone of a fish or some other animal found in a cavern a few
miles distance from the Missouri S side of the River. 6 Aug. 1804.
Science Concept: Sedimentary rocks are formed when weathered rock fragments are
deposited as sediment, fossils can be found in this type of rock. Metamorphic rocks result
when heat and pressure transform the structure of sedimentary or igneous rock.
Materials required: 3 different colored starburst candies for each student
Activity Time: 5-10 minutes
Procedure:
Give each student 3 different colored starburst candies and have them unwrap each piece.
Have students break each piece of candy into four to six pieces. Explain that the pieces
of candy represent weathered rock fragments through weathering and erosion that are
accumulated as “sediments”. Sediments are transported (erosion) wind and water
deposited in layers that are naturally compressed/cemented.
Have students to take the fragments of the same color (which are the same minerals) and
compress them to form “sedimentary rocks”, therefore making three different layers
of sedimentary rock. Remind students that this activity will be a simulation and the
actual process occurs over a long period of time. Note: All sedimentary rock are not
composed of the same natural minerals, therefore if you may want your students to
form sedimentary rock that is composed of different minerals.
Have the students stack candy (“sedimentary rock”) one on top of the other. Ask students
to describe their observations about how “sedimentary rocks” form.
Now have the students hold the candy stacks between their open palms. Instruct them to
push their palms together slowly (make sure they don’t twist their hands or smash the
candy into a ball).
While they are pushing, ask the class what simulated forces are being applied to the
candy (heat and pressure) to create metamorphic rock.
After a few minutes have the students look at their candy. Ask the class to describe their
observations. How has the candy changed?
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Explain that metamorphic rocks are formed under these same conditions, where there is
high temperature and pressure.
Let the students eat their “metamorphic rocks” as you explain that now these rocks are
heating up and melting (in stomach) and forming “igneous rocks”. State that we will stop
the process here. There will be no melted lava erupting (candy coming back up!)
Note: Explain to the students that the rock cycle is not a one-way process. It is possible
for igneous rock to change into sedimentary rock or metamorphic rock, and for
metamorphic rock to be changed into sedimentary rock or igneous rock. Also, explain
that the rock cycle occurs over a long period of time.
Teacher suggestions
To complete the rock cycle and show igneous rock formation, use different colored candy
pieces or starburst candies and melt them down. After the candy pieces or candies have
been melted down then allow the melted wax or candy to cool in another container.
Observe the wax or candy as it cools. Explain to the students that in order for igneous
rock to form, sedimentary or metamorphic rock must be melted when in the presence of
high temperatures and pressure, and cooled to form igneous rock.
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Journey on the Rock Cycle

Name __________________________

This sheet is to help you write about your experiences as a rock during your
journey on the rock cycle. You will need to describe your adventures at each spot and
tell about what kind of rock you feel that you were.
(1) I began my adventure at ________________________.
(2) The first thing that happened was
_____________________________________________,
then I went to _________________________.
(3) The next thing that happened was
_________________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(4) The next thing that happened was
_________________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(5) The next thing that happened was
_________________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(6) The next thing that happened was
_________________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(7) The next thing that happened was
_________________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(8) The next thing that happened was
_________________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(9) The next thing that happened was
_________________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(2) The next thing that happened was
_______________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(10) The next thing that happened was
_______________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
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(11) The next thing that happened was
_______________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
(12) The next thing that happened was
_______________________________________________,
then I went to _____________________________________________________.
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Challenge
Create a comic strip story of your experiences from the journey through the rock cycle!
_____________________________________________
Title
__________________________________
By
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Find Me If You Can!
Missouri GLES: Strand 3, Benchmark 1, Concept E, Scope a
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 2, Indicator 3
Lewis and Clark were responsible for gathering information about the animals they
encountered, such as where they lived, what they looked like, their behavior, and to
what extent they were valuable.
OBJECTIVES: To observe, infer, and graph
To understand the characteristics that allows various animals to survive
in a specific habitat.
MATERIALS: 200 toothpicks of various colors
PROCEDURE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Select an area that has green grass, sidewalk, and bare dirt.
Scatter all the colored toothpicks over the area.
Have the students look for the toothpicks.
Depending on the size of the area, the searching time allowed could
vary between 2 to 5 minutes.
Discuss why certain colors stand out more than others.
If available, display pictures of many animals camouflaged in their
own habitat and discuss how color protection is used.
Refer to various insects, birds, amphibians, and lizards which use
color to protect them from predators.
Graph the individual results on a chart.

EXTENSIONS AND/OR ADAPTATIONS:
1. The teacher could use large tag board with strips of colored masking
tape for each color of toothpick used. Make a large loop that will
cover the tag board out of string and put one the loop on the tag
board. After the students have searched for the toothpicks on the tag
board the students can place “found” toothpick on the appropriate
strip of tape (visual graphing). Lead a discussion as to which colors
were easier to find, and why others were more difficult to find.
2. Students can play; “Simon Says” and they can only hunt when Simon
says Hunt and must stop when Simon Says Stop. All students to look
for 30 seconds and then record the number and color of toothpicks
found. Collect toothpicks and allow students to hunt for 30 seconds
more. Repeat the survey, count and recording each time. Continue
as long as desired.
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CONTENT BACKGROUND:
If an area can be found that will have all environments, then use it,
if not, you could do this on several different occasions and in different
seasons.
Use 5 or 6 different colors of toothpicks which will be the same
color as the background. For example: green for the grassy area; tan for
the soil, gray for concrete. Be sure and use equal numbers for each color.
Include some colors that will be sassily seen. In winter, use white
toothpicks could be used.
Title ______________________________________________
Label

Label
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My Monstrous Mutations
Missouri GLES: Strand 4, Benchmark 3, Concept C, Scope b
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 5, Indicator 3

Fox-Bird

In President Thomas Jefferson's instructions to Lewis, he told him to observe "the
animals of the country generally & especially those not known in the U.S. the
remains and accounts of any which may [be] deemed rare or extinct." Throughout
their journey, Lewis and Clark carefully recorded observations of animals in their
journals.
Objectives:




To understand and observe mutations
To recognize and adapt to mutations.
To observe how mutations effect survival skills.

Safety Note: Make sure none of the students have allergies to peanuts.
Materials:
9 dry peanuts in shell per group of three students
Blanket for the peanuts
Table or desk
1 cup per group of students
15 plastic knives
6 pairs of goggles
Cotton
Stop watch
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Large roll of duct tape or masking tape
String
Paper bag containing the letters A through H on slips of paper
Procedure:
1. Students should form groups of three. Each student will simulate an animal that
can only digest peanuts as a food source.
2. Unfortunately, random mutations have produced some unusual characteristics in
recent offspring. Each group will find out what mutation they represent by
selecting a letter from the paper bag the teacher has provided.
3. The letter drawn will correspond to the characteristics listed in Chart 1. This
letter will also represent the letter of each group’s home location and storage cup.
4. Each group should obtain the proper materials and prepare itself to represent the
characteristic produced by the letter of the mutation selected from the paper bag.
5. Each group should begin the activity at the specified location in Figure A. The
goals of each group are to:
 Gather the food (9 peanuts per group).
 Store the food for later use (place the 9 peanuts in the group’s
 letter-designated container).
 Retrieve the food at a later time (remove the 9 peanuts from the container
and return the peanuts to the home location-their group table).
 Process and consume the food (remove the peanuts from the 9 shells and
consume the peanuts).
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CHART 1

Letter drawn by
groups

Characteristic produced by mutation

A

Long fingernails
(produced by plastic knives taped to fingers with tape)

B

No fingers
(produced by taping each hand closed)
Lack of peripheral vision
(produced by putting on goggles and stuffing cotton in the
sides to prevent viewing from the side)

C

D

E

F

G

H

Hands fused together in front of body
(produced by placing hands together in front of body and
taping them together)
Feet and ankles fused together
(produced by taping the ankles tightly together with tape)
No arms
(produced by taping the arms down to the side of the body
with tape)
Arms fused together behind the back at wrists
(produced by placing arms behind the back and taping tightly
at the wrist)
Blind
(produced by using goggles taped over securely with tape)

Observations:
1. Our group’s letter was _________________

2. Time we took to complete the process __________________

3. What did you learn about mutations?
__________________________________________________________________

4. What did you learn about adaptations? ___________________________________
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Playdough River
Missouri GLES: Strand 4, Benchmark 1, Concept A, Scope b
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 3, Number 1 c
The Missouri was first explored from its mouth to its source by Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark (1804–1805). The Missouri River marks the southernmost
boundary of the glaciations of the last ice age. There are many interesting towns
and cities along the banks of the Missouri
After studying the Missouri River the students will make a sample of the river using
playdough. This can be a team or individual project. Have the students label the
connecting waterways and points of interest along the River.

Space Radar Image of the Missouri River

Step 1: Build your own river using 1 container of playdough.
Step 2: Mark and label the mouth, source, tributaries, erosion, sandbars, floodplains and
other points of interest on your river.
Step 3: The River is not the same depth. Use a piece of thread to cut off part of the
playdough to make your river have different depths.
Step 4: Make and label different types of plants and animals that can be found around the
river.
Step 5: Think of ways that the Missouri River helps people in the area. List these on the
attached page.
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PLAYDOUGH RECIPE
You will need:







1/2 cup salt
1 cup flour
1 tablespoon cream of tartar
1 tablespoon oil
1 cup water
food coloring

What to do:
1. Combine ingredients in a saucepan.
2. Heat gently, stirring all the time.
3. When the dough has a good consistency, take it off the heat and allow cooling.
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Rivers and Streams

Missouri GLES: Strand 5, Benchmark 2, Concept A, Scope a
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 4, Benchmark 2, Instructional b
Find out how the land is shaped around the Missouri River. Moving water has
energy. The greater the fall of water the great the kinetic energy.
Materials:
Clear jars with tight lids, sand, clay, small gravel and water
Procedure:
1. Collect Materials
2. Place equal amounts of sand, clay, small gravel, and clay into the jar. All of the
materials together will take up one-third of the jar. Fill the remaining two-thirds
with water.
3. Screw lid on tightly.
4. Predict what will happen when the jar is shaken vigorously.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
5. Shake the jar and illustrate the results below.

6. What happens while the jars are being shaken? What happens when
the
shaking stops?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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7. Let the jars set for a while and observe what settles out first, second and third.
Illustrate your findings below.

Settles 1st

Settles 2nd

Settles 3rd

8. As the river comes to its mouth and slows down at the delta, which would you
expect to find closet to its mouth, and farthest away? Explain below.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
9. Along a river, there are bars of sand, gravel of clay. What might slow a river,
causing it to drop one of materials in a given place?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Consider the following
Shaking the jar represents the energy of a moving river. The jar at rest represents the
slowing of a river’s water. As the river slows, it has less energy, so heavier
particulates are dropped first, with the lightest matter being suspended for the greatest
time and distance. The changing energy of a river carves moves and deposits
materials, reshaping the land through which it travels.
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What is in Leaf Litter?
Missouri GLES: Strand , Benchmark A , Concept 1 , Scope a
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 2, Indicator 3

Lewis and Clark made several observations of living and non-living factors during
their exploration. Some of these observations were of organisms never seen before.
During this activity students will EXPLORE leaf litter or compost to identify and classify
living organisms. This activity requires the construction and use of a Berlese Funnel.
When leaf litter is placed in the Berlese Funnel after a period of 4 or 5 days several
organisms should be preserved in the alcohol. Students can then sort the organisms based
on structure. More advanced students can develop a taxonomic key or use an actual
taxonomic key to identify the organisms.
Materials:
A one-gallon plastic milk container (empty
An empty jelly jar (or a one-pint Mason jar) with a tight lid
A stick – about 25 cm long
¼” mesh hardware cloth or aluminum window screen (15X15 cm)
A pair of scissors
Masking tape or duct tape
Rubbing alcohol (ethyl)—available at drug stores
A gooseneck lamp (optional)
Assembly:
1. Cut the bottom out of the milk jug (below)

2. Turn it upside down over the Mason jar to make a funnel.
3. Tape the stick to the handle of the milk jug (Fig. 2) so it is just long enough to
reach the outside bottom of the Mason jar.
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4. Bend down the corners of the hardware cloth so it fits snugly inside the wide end
of the funnel. If using window screen, cut and pinch numerous slits so larger
animals can crawl through.
5. Collect several handfuls of humus or leaf litter and put them on top of the wire
mesh.
6. Pour alcohol into the Mason jar to a depth of 1-2 cm.
7. Carefully set the funnel on top of the jar and tape the stick to the jar so it won't tip
over.
8. Leave the funnel in a warm, quiet place where it won't be disturbed.
9. Set a lamp over the funnel to speed drying (see Fig. 3). Keep the light bulb at
least 10 cm away from the funnel.

As the sample dries out, the animals will move down and fall into the alcohol. After
4 or 5 days (maybe longer if the sample was quite wet), you can CAREFULLY
remove the jar and screw on its lid. The alcohol will preserve the sample indefinitely.
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Conduct a Fish Survey in Your Class
Missouri GLES: Strand 3, Benchmark 1, Concept A, Scope a
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 5, Indicator 1
There were 106 entries in Lewis’ and Clark’s journal. Here is journal entry from
the expedition, May 10, 1805. “The Man who went a fishing, met with great success,
and caught a number of fish”. Fishing was extremely important for Lewis and
Clark, as well as the Osage Indians. In this lesson the students will simulate a fish
survey to determine the population of bluegills in a hypothetical lake using tagging
and capture/recapture technique.

Objective: Students will learn how to estimate the size of a fish population in a lake.
Materials: Each group of students will need: 1 spoon and paper cup; small white beans
(about 100) colored markers; calculators; student worksheet.
Procedure:
1. Divide the class into groups and distribute a cup half filled with white beans
(about 100) to each pair. Explain that the cup represents a lake and the beans a
bluegill population.
2. Without disturbing (touching) the bluegills in any way, have students guess the
number of bluegills in their lakes and record their guesses on the student
worksheet at the end of this activity. Discuss the difficulty of the task and the
potential sources of error.
3. Explain that your job as fish biologists is to gain information about the number of
bluegills in the lake. You’re going to net and tag some bluegills. Have the
students pour out about 30 beans to represent the portion of the bluegills netted
and tagged.
4. Using a marker to color their fish, have students count and tag each bluegill that
was captured (poured out) and then record the number on the worksheet. Point out
that besides tagging the fish, biologists may also collect information such as age,
sex, and size of each fish tagged.
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5. Have students release their bluegills by pouring them back into the lake. Simulate
their daily movements and interaction with the rest of the fish in the lake by
shaking the cups (holding a hand over the cup so the beans don’t go flying.
6. Now tell students to try to determine the total bluegill population of their lakes by
taking a sample with a “net”. Give each group of students a spoon and have them
scoop a sample of bluegills trapped and the number of these that were tagged.
7. Explain that the total population of bluegills in the lake can be estimated
mathematically using the following formula:

Population =

Total fish tagged x total fish in trapnet
Tagged fish in trap net

8. Have a pair of students substitute their data in the formula, and using a calculator,
perform a population calculation and record it on their worksheet.
9. Have students return their bluegills to the lake, mix the population and before and
then take a second sample. Record the new data on their worksheet and perform a
second population calculation.
10. Ask students to compare their two population calculations with each other and
with the initial estimate. Discuss possible reasons for any differences. Then, have
them determine the accuracy of their estimate and calculations by returning their
second sample to the lake and actually counting their fish (beans) stress that this
is a luxury fisheries biologists never have! Ask students the following questions
 Which was closest to the actual population, your original estimate or one
of the calculations? (You may want to have students average the two
calculations.)
 What conditions, not present in this activity, in an actual lake might affect
the bluegill populations?
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OUTBREAK
Missouri GLES: Strand 7, Benchmark A, Concept 1, Scope a
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 2, Indicator 3
In many ways, medicine in the late 1700’s and early 1800’s was positively medieval. Yet
despite lack of knowledge of bacteria, viruses, or the importance of sanitation, some
progress had been made. Quinine-Peruvian bark-was used successfully for the treatment
of malaria. Kine Pox or Cow pox was a disease similar to but not fatal like small pox.
Vaccinations of small amount of secretion from cow pox sores into the skin prevented
small pox.
When he was young, Lewis tagged along with his mother while she visited ill neighbors.
Lewis was probably exposed to fevers, infections, cuts, and sprains as well as herbs and
other treatments.
Both Clark and Lewis probably gained medical experience as officers in the Army.
Officers in the Army of that time often acted as doctors as they were responsible for the
health of their men. Soldiers were frequently sick with dysentery or malaria. Venereal
diseases such as syphilis and gonorrhea were common amount solders.
President Thomas Jefferson arranged for Lewis to meet with Dr. Benjamin Rush to
receive medical advice prior to the trip. Rush’s advice was given in the list that follows.
Medical supplies taken on the expedition were based on the three major therapeutic
principles of the day: bleeding, purging (with laxatives), and cleansing the
gastrointestinal tract (with emetics). The expedition’s medical supply list follows.
As a preventative measure, mosquito netting was also packed. Mercury was the standard
cure for syphilis. Lewis and Clark were also expected to assist the Native Americans
with their needs. Fortunately, the Native Americans they treated did not die from the
medical attention they received.
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Dr. Benjamin Rush’s Medical Advice
1. Wear flannel next to the skin, especially in winter.
2. Always take a little raw spirits after being very wet or much fatigued; and as
little as possible at any other time.
3. When you feel the least indisposition, fast and rest; and dilute [your] drinks
for a few hours, take a sweat, and if costive [constipated] take a purge of two
pills every four hours until the bowels operate freely.
4. Unusual costiveness is often a sign of approaching disease. When you feel it,
take one or two of the opening pills.
5. Where salt cannot be had with your meat, steep it a day or two in common lye.
6. In difficult and laborious enterprises or marches, eating sparingly will enable
you to bear them with less fatigue and more safety to your health.
7. Wash [your] feet with spirit when chilled and every morning with cold water.
8. {Drink} molasses or sugar with water with victuals and for drink with meals.
9. Wear shoes without heels
10. Lie down when fatigued.

Medical Supplies taken on the Expedition
15 lbs Peruvian bark
½ lb Jalap
½ lb Rhubarb
4 oz Ipecac
2 lbs Cream of Tartar
2 oz Gum Camphor
1 lb Assafoetida
½ lb Opium
¼ lb Tragacanth
6 lb Glauber Salts
2 lbs Saltpeter
2 lbs Ferrous Sulfate
6 oz Lead Acetate
1 oz Tartar Emetic
4 oz White Vitriol
½ lb Root of Columbo
¼ lb Sulphuric Acid
¼ lb Wintergreen
¼ lb Copalboe
¼ Benzoln
¼ lb Indian ink
2 oz Nutmegs

4 oz Laudanum
2 lbs basilicum ointment
Calamine
Epispastic
Mercury ointment
Emplast
1 set Pocket Instruments
1 set dental instruments
1 Clyster syringe
3 Best Lancets
1 Tourniquet
2 oz Patent Lint
50 doz Rush’s Bilious Pills
6 Tin Canisters
3 - 8 oz Stoppered bottles
5 – 4 oz Tincture bottles
1 walnut chest
1 pine chest
2 oz gum elastic
2 oz Cloves
5 oz Cinnamon
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Population of Animals
Missouri GLES: Strand 3, Benchmark 1, Concept A, Scope a
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 5, Indicator 1
Lewis and Clark were told they would be working for the United States
Government in hopes of gaining knowledge on plants, animals, Native Americans,
and the geography of the West.
Essential Question: How does a natural regulation of animals effect the population of
those animals? Try the activity below.
Background:
The populations of some animals such as plant eaters like the deer are regulated mainly
by predators that kill the animals of that population for food.
Materials: hoop, string or tape to form circle on the floor; counters: marbles, beans,
chips etc.; Cards with the following names: Birth, Predation, Death by Disease and
Accidental Death; timers for each card group or category.
Directions: Have at least four students per group. Make a circle, 50 centimeters in
diameter, with string or tape on the floor. Put ten marbles inside the circle to represent a
population of animals in nature. The four students are given the names: Birth, Predation,
Death by Disease, and Accidental Death.
Simulation:
The student who represents Birth puts a new counter in the circle every three seconds.
The other three students should take marbles out of the circle on the following schedule:
Predation – every 5 seconds
Death by Disease – every 10 seconds
Accidental Death –every 30 seconds
1. At the end of 5 minutes, how has the size of the population changed?

2. What would happen if all the predators who remove organisms from this
population were to disappear?
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Try the experiment again. This time the student representing Predation should
not remove marbles from the circle. The other three students should do exactly
what they did before.
3. After 5 minutes, how has the population size changed?

4.

If this were to happen to a population in nature, what would happen to the food
supply of that population?

5. What special relationship does a predator have with the population of the prey it
eats? Why is this important?
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What’s in My Water?
Missouri GLES: Strand 6, Benchmark A, Concept 6, Scope A
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 2, Indicator 3

CONCEPT: Human activities can contaminate groundwater by chemical industry waste
lagoons, leaking chemical storage barrels, sanitary landfill operations, and city garbage
dumps. Rain can wash agriculture pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers into the soil
which, ultimately, end up in our freshwater aquifers. Leaking septic tanks, cleaning
agents and the dumping of toxic materials are also culprits in the pollution of our water
systems.
OBJECTIVE: Students will role play how human activity can be responsible for
polluting our water systems. Students will discover what contaminants could be in the
Missouri River and how this process of water pollution can be reversed by researching
solutions. Students will present their solutions to the class using visual aides in their
presentations.
MATERIALS:















One large glass or plastic container filled with clear water
A minimum of twelve 35mm film canisters
Soil or Dirt to represent soil runoff, Label it “Earth”.
Leaves to represent natural debris, Label it “Nature”.
Detergent to represent leaky drainage pipes, Label it “Homeowners”.
Soupy clay or mud to represent raw or partially treated sewage, Label it
“Residents”.
Bits of paper, plastic, and food to represent litter, Label it “Swimmers”.
Cooking oil to represent oil from motors, Label it “Boaters”.
Aluminum foil to represent pop cans, Label it “Partiers”.
Baking soda to represent fertilizer and pesticide runoff, Label it “Farmers”.
Vinegar to represent acid rain, Label it “Travelers”.
Vinegar in another container to represent acid rain, Label it “Electric Plant”.
Instant coffee to represent illegal dumping, Label it “Factories”.
Chemicals such as Phenoylthleine or Phenol-Red can also be added to represent
an acidic reaction. Water that has Fluorine in it will turn a pinkish color.
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Procedures:
1. Begin with the container of clear water in full view of the class.
2. Distribute the labeled canisters to students telling them that they are not to open them.
They are to only show their group the label they will represent.
3. Instruct students to listen to the narration, and when their group is mentioned, they
should come up and dump the contents of their canister into the water. The water will
be labeled “The Missouri River”.
Narration: (Pause after each question to give students time to respond.)
As you can see, “The Missouri River” appears to be clean. Would you drink it? Would
you swim in it? Would you boat in it? Maybe you could, or maybe it isn’t as clean as it
looks. If you got some of it in your mouth while swimming would you be worried?
Substances get into our water supply in many different ways. Litter and garbage are
directly dumped into the river; chemicals are leached through the soil; fertilizers and
pesticides which are applied to crops, gardens, and lawns ultimately are washed into
rivers and streams that flow into lakes, reservoirs, and eventually the ocean by rain water
runoff; smoke and exhaust from electric plants, motor vehicles, and factories combine
with water vapor in the air and come down as acid rain; leaves and soil are continually
washed into waterways; sewage and drainage systems sometimes leak or are pumped
directly into the water.
What would happen to our clean water if the following happened?
NOTE: After students dump their substance into the water, stir it up and ask the
following questions. Wait for students to respond.




Could you drink it?
Would you swim in it? What if it got in your mouth?
Would you boat on it?

Narration (continued)
It is raining, the EARTH is getting soaked, and some soil is eroding into the Missouri
River.
NATURE adds other things to the Missouri River too. Leaves, sticks, logs, and other
debris grow, fall into, or are washed into the Missouri River.
HOMEOWNERS sometimes have leaking drainage systems, dump, or spill substances on
the ground which ends up in the Missouri River.
Some of the RESIDENTS of small towns near the Missouri River add raw or only
partially treated sewage to the river.
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BOATERS spread gas and oil on the Missouri River.
PARTIERS often leave pop cans behind on the Missouri River.
SWIMMERS sometimes leave litter behind such as food wrappers, plastic, and food
which get in the Missouri River.
The FARMERS who grow the food we like to eat use chemical fertilizers and pesticides
that often end up in the Missouri River.
TRAVELERS such as car owners, truckers, and airlines add exhaust to the air that get
into the Missouri River through acid rain.
Many FACTORIES add chemicals and toxic wastes to the ground and air that eventually
end up the Missouri River. Some even dump wastes directly into the water.
Some of the electricity we all take for granted comes from ELECTRICAL PLANTS that
burn fuels that add emissions to the air that end up in the Missouri River in the form of
acid rain.
SO……What could be in my drinking water? Who, or what, caused it? Who should
clean it up? How is the water from the Missouri River “potable” for us? (Potable is water
that is agreeable to taste and is not dangerous to health.)

Assessment:
Students will be divided into groups to research water pollution and the Missouri River.
They will create a presentation using visual aides to present to the class their ideas and
solutions.
Students will be given questions to respond to using thoughtful and complete sentence
form.
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WHAT’S IN MY WATER?
Name _______________________
HOUR _________

Please respond to the following questions after observing the demonstration and
using complete sentence form.
1. How can dirt be a problem?

2. How much of a substance, such as detergent, does it take to cause a problem?

3. What kinds of problems do things like fertilizers and pesticides cause?

4. What about the animals and fish that live near or in the Missouri River?

5. Do animals and fish cause a problem?

6. Do we cause problems for animals and fish?

7. What kinds of problems do non-dissolving debris such as plastic six-pack holders
cause?

8. Is there anything individuals can do?

9. Is there anything this class can do?
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Choices
Missouri River

Recreation on the
Missouri River

Pros

Pollution

Transportation

Cons

Pros

First Choice:

First Choice:
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Cons

Pros

First Choice:

Cons

DNA on a String
Missouri GLES: Strand 3, Benchmark 3, Concept D, Scope a,b,c
Kansas Science Education Standards: Standard 3, Benchmark 1, Indicators 3

We use just four letters to code all the information contained in a DNA. The letters are
A,T,C and G. The letters are in groups of three. A group is called a codon.
DNA contains the information that is needed by your body to make proteins. The
different proteins have specific functions, such as making our hearts, hair eyes and ears.
The smallest part of proteins is called amino acids. There are 20 amino acids. One or
more can make up a protein, depending on the specific protein.
Each amino acid is represented by at least one codon. Because each codon is coded with
three letters, the string of letters used to represent the amino acids in a specific protein
can get pretty long. To make sure this doesn’t happen; scientists have made a kind of
shorthand, and have given each amino acid its own letter, corresponding to our alphabet.
Using this shorthand to represent the amino acids in a protein is a way of describing, or
“spelling” this part of the protein. Written in this shorthand, the code is called DNA
Alias; each letter in the DNA Alias actually represents a group of three letters (a codon).
When scientists see the DNA Alias of a particular protein, they can find the protein’s
DNA sequence by reversing the coding process. For fun, we can perform the same
process on any word by converting each letter t the corresponding codon, and in doing so,
find its “DNA sequence”. Let’s try this with your name!
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WRITE EACH LETTER OF YOUR FIRST NAME ON THE LINES BELOW:
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Use the attached table to help you convert your name into its DNA Alias.
Step 1: Find each letter of your name on the table.
Step 2: Look at the Simplified Codon Column to find the DNA code for each
letter.
Step 3: Replace each letter of your name with its three-letter codon:
__,__,____,__,__ __,__,__

__,__,__

__,__,__

__,__,__

__,__,____,__,__ __,__,__

__,__,__

__,__,__

__,__,__
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Base Colors
A = Green
T=Red
C=Blue
G=Yellow

Our Alphabet
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Amino Acid Name
Alanine
Cysteine
Aspartic acid
Glutamic acid
Phenylalanine
Glycine
Histidine
Isoleucine
Lysine
Leucine
Methionine
Asparagine
Proline
Glutamine
Arginine
Serine
Threonine
Valine
Tryptophan
Tyrosine

Simplified Codon
GCT
GCA (Alanine)
TGC
GAT
GAG
TTT
GGG
CAT
ATA
ATC (Isoleucine)
AAG
CTC
ATG
GAC
GAT (Asparagine)
CCC
GAG
CGT
TCA
ACT
ACG (Threonine)
GTC
TGG
GTA (Valine)
TAC
TAT (Tyrosine)

(The table shows simplified versions of the codons. Most amino acids are actually
represented by multiple codons).
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Now you can make a zipper pull that represents the DNA Alias of your name by using
beads of the four colors. You will use one bead for each letter in the string of codons.

Base Colors
A = Green
T=Red
C=Blue
G=Yellow

Materials:
DNA Alias Activity Sheet
Elasticized cord
Red beads
Green beads
Yellow beads
Blue beads
1 lanyard hook per student
Pencil
Scissors

Step 1: Cut the elasticized cord into a 10 cm-long piece. Knot one end of the cord in
order to prevent the beads from sliding off.
Step 2: Match the first letter of your DNA Alias code to the base color (shown in the
legend above) in order to determine the color of the first bead. Select the first color bead
and then string it on the cord. Repeat until all letters of the code have been represented,
in the correct order, on the cord. Remember, each letter of your name is represented by a
three-letter codon, so you will end up with three times as many beads as there are letters
in your name.
Step 3: String the lanyard hook on the elasticized cord and secure it to the cord with a
double knot. Cut off any extra cord.

1. Are your sequences of colors in your zipper pull the same as other students?
Explain
2. What is DNA?

3. What are some things that make up DNA?
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4. As a group make a DNA zipper pull of Meriwether Lewis or William Clark.

Scientists are doing the same kind of thing when they compare the different
combinations of proteins that are found in living things.
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